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My Inspiration for Faceting 
“The People I’ve Met and the Friendships That Result” 

By Jim Perkins 
Edited by Howard Bromley 

 was recently asked to speak to the Summit Lapidary Club in 
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio about what inspired me to facet 
gemstones. Like any talk I give to groups I spent some time 

thinking about this in depth. I think back to 1958 or possibly a few 
years earlier when I was about 8 years old. I spent a lot of time at 
my grandparent’s house and if I couldn’t play outside because of 
the weather, they would give me plain paper from the butchers 
shop and tell me to draw pictures rather than giving me a coloring 
book. I also explored the mental images of my beginnings as a 
rockhound which took me back in time to 1961 when I found an 
unexplained concretion outside my family’s home on the way to 
school. It was completely out of place and how it arrived on my 
street corner is still a mystery to me. I tossed it in the bushes to 
hide it until I returned home and could show it to my mother and 
father. 
 My parents had no idea what I had found and showed it 
all over the neighborhood to see if anyone knew what it might be, 
but nobody had any idea what it was or where it came from. My 
mother had a ceramic shop which she ran from a room in our 
house. My Dad and I had begun buying tumbled stones from 
suppliers and putting bell caps on them with epoxy glue and 
turning them into key chains, necklaces and bracelets. We sold 
these for a dollar and everyone wanted one.  
 Later that summer my parents had a booth at the 
Wadsworth Carnival, now known as THE BLUE TIP FESTIVAL 
because back in the day Wadsworth had The Ohio Match Company 
which was a leading manufacturer of safety matches. We were 
located in the merchant’s tent of the carnival and advertised 
finished ceramics and ceramic classes. By this time my Dad had 
started buying mineral specimens and had some for sale at the 
carnival. A couple from Hinckley Ohio stopped and talked to my 
Dad about the mineral specimens and told him his prices were 
extremely low. Soon they visited us at our house and by the end of 
the evening had invited us to visit the Akron Gem & Mineral Club 
and the Medina County Gem Society. 
 In those days meetings were generally held in people’s 
homes and they voted on who got in the club and who didn’t. We 
joined the Akron club right away without issue. The Medina Club 
was a different matter. Most of the membership was older people 
and my parents had made it clear if they were going to join their 
son was part of the family. Some members weren’t sure they 
wanted a grade-school child to be invited to their homes. So my 
parents were black balled. This was followed by quite an argument 
by the sponsoring couple. By the end of the evening they allowed 
my parents and I in the club on a probationary basis. Once I had 
proven my good behavior we were welcomed in on a permanent 
basis.  
 At one of the Medina Club meetings when I was about 13 
years old, I met George Morse, founder of Medina Auto Parts and 
a machinist. George gave a faceting demonstration on his home 
built faceting machine. He showed us how he worked out the 
faceting angles and indices using a ruler, compass and protractor. 

He passed around a Riker mount case of sparkling faceted quartz. I 
was hooked on the idea of faceting immediately.  
 Later my Dad bought some faceted stones from a man in 
the club which were suppose to have been cut in Idar-Oberstein 
Germany. I was allowed to look at them but wasn’t allowed to 
touch them. By this time I had taught myself to cut cabochons to 
calibrated sizes and was working after school in my Dads Rock 
Shop. I used to run home after school and look at the facet designs 
in Lapidary Journal and Gems & Minerals magazines and day 
dream. In the shop I cut slabs, tumbled stones for contract orders 
and kept things arranged in a neat and clean orderly.  
 I also started picking up damaged stones from a local 
jeweler and polished away the damage for a small fee. I tried to 
convince my Dad we should invest in a faceting machine but he 
didn’t understand the process and wanted nothing to do with it.  
 Moving ahead to 1990, my wife and I were in the process 
of building a new home. We had sold our house and lived in a 
condo, and with four “type-A” personalities in the house I took my 
wife and girls to the mall for breathing room. I visited Allen’s Rock 
Shop in Westlake, Ohio. He had a used Graves faceting machine 
for sale and I bought it. He agreed to give me three faceting 
lessons for $60.00 and I had to show up on Sunday mornings at 
8:00 A.M. and be gone by 11:00 A.M. It seemed he focused more 
on when I was leaving than what I was learning, so even though I 
managed to cut a quartz round brilliant, I had no idea about how 
to repeat the process. On the last day he told me to go back to 
Medina, cut 25 more stones and bring them in for his assessment.  
 By the time we moved into our new home I set the 
faceting machine by the furnace and proceeded to build an H-O 
scale model railroad layout and forgot about faceting. A few years 
later, a local jeweler advertised silver-smithing classes and my wife 
signed me up. I made a ring and gave it to my youngest daughter, 
Betsy. Once my girls discovered I could make jewelry I was in high 
demand. So the train layout was torn down and my lapidary 
equipment was set up in its place.  
 By 1998 I told my wife I was either going to learn to facet 
or sell the Graves Machine. I went to the Berea Rock Club Show 
and a man there told me I should contact William-Holland School 
in Young-Harris Georgia. About a week later my Dad and I were on 
our way. After a week there I had a much better handle on faceting 
and came home and began cutting. The next year I took 25 stones 
back with me to show my instructor.  
 I realized that my Graves had worn out bearings and had 
bought a new Facetron which was sitting in my basement waiting 
for my return. That year I cut three more stones and when I 
returned home I started cutting on the Facetron. It was such a 
great improvement over the old machine but I hated the early 
Facetron indicator set-up. Eventually I sold it and bought an Ultra-
Tec. I liked the Ultra-Tec very much but it had a hair spring in the 
angle dial that kept breaking. So I ended up selling it and replaced 
it with a Fac-Ette. I owned this machine for a few years and was 
happy with it. My Dad and I had been talking and I saw that 

I 
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Facetron had improved the dial indicator set up on their machine. I 
wanted a lighter weight machine for off-site demos and my Dad 
felt I should buy one and ask for a dealership. I soon became an 
owner and a dealer.  
 I did an experiment by cutting two USFG competition 
stones one on the Fac-Ette and one on the Facetron. Essentially I 
found no difference in quality or time for either machine. The 
following week I had a student visit to learn to facet. He loved the 
Fac-Ette machine and wanted to buy one. To make a long story 
short, I sold him mine and committed to the Facetron.  
 After talking to Art Kavan I decided to get two more 
machines as I thought I could teach up to three people at one 
time. I soon found out I could, but it wore me out completely. I 
sold one machine and would teach two at a time and eventually 
sold the other and now only teach one on one. My students and I 
find this a much better teaching situation because I can focus all 
my attention on a single student.  
 All through school I had an interest in art and took private 
art lessons. I competed in juried and non-juried shows against 
both amateurs and professional artists and won my share of first 
place and best of show ribbons. By the time I was in High School I 
was giving lessons in copper enameling, ceramics and drawing. I 
had my own ceramic business and employed people to make 
aquarium decorations.  
 While I was in college I taught lapidary and copper 
enameling at an Arts & Crafts Center. By 2001 I had the desire to 
create my own faceting designs using Robert Strickland’s DOS 
version of GemCad. I struggled a little with it and Jerry Capps 
agreed to give a few of us a crash course at the North West 
Faceting Conference in Portland Oregon in 2001. After just a few 
minutes of Jerry’s demo the light bulb came on in my head. I 
returned home and began designing.  
 When Windows GemCad and GemRay for Windows were 
released I found them to be such an advancement; I find them 
very exciting. I spent a lot of time studying light behavior and 
optical performance in faceted gems (See example at right). While 
I find that when I try to relate what I do as my hobby with people 
they’re generally lost after the first minute or two of our 
conversation. However, when I show them my cut stones I regain 
their attention.  
 This is a reflection of my beginnings in 1958 as I believe I 
enjoy creating my own designs and cutting them because of my 
grandparents telling me “make your own pictures and designs.” 
They say that early childhood learning influences a person’s entire 
life and I would say I am solid proof of that. I’ve had help from so 
many people throughout my life for which I am so grateful. I’m 
even grateful to those who tried to stand in my way because I 
learned early how to either knock them down or go around them, 
one way or the other. I’ve had so much more fun faceting because 
I create my own designs.  
 Because I see it take shape on the computer screen and 
after analyzing it virtually, I cut the stone on my Facetron where I 
see it for the very first time in reality. Certainly, not every design 
will be the best. For those that are stunning it is really exciting and 
I’ve had my share of those, too.  
 Recently I was asked by the Australian National Gemboree 
Committee for permission to use one of my designs for their 2017 
competition. Naturally, I said yes, and consider it an honor. Many 

other guilds have asked me for similar permissions and it is always 
an honor for them to ask. When I see the designs I have created 
and the stones others have cut from them it makes me feel it is all 
worth while. Faceting and all aspects of lapidary are more about 
the people we meet and the friendships that result, in my opinion. 
 

THE GALAXY OVAL w/ 10° head shadow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOVE:  The brightness graph shows excellent brilliance from 0° to 
30°. From the virtual optical performance I believe this design will 
provide excellent optical performance so the next step is to cut a 
prototype stone so I can analyze it in the real world    
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President's Message 
by Will Smith 

 

have much to report to you this 
quarter because we have 

accomplished many of our goals since 
the last Newsletter.  When I use the 
term "we", that includes each of you, 
along with the USFG Board.   

 
In the Annual Meeting this year you approved a budget 
that included money and support for the Franklin Faceters 
Frolic (FFF7), the Tucson Hob Nob event, and a donation to 
the great William Holland School of Lapidary Arts.  We 
made a $1000 donation to William Holland to help remodel 
some rooms.  The school was so appreciative that they 
gave us a free one week scholarship.  The Board decided it 
would be of benefit to offer this scholarship to those who 
attended FFF7 and the USFG members who had a desire to 
take a class in Young Harris, Georgia.  Many at FFF7 
completed entry forms during the 3 day show, then we 
sent out an email to all the USFG members explaining the 
scholarship and the rules for entry.  We had many enter at 
the Frolic and we have received many email entries from 
members.  Once we had all the entries in, we did a random 
electronic drawing of the winner.  The winner will be 
announced in this Newsletter in another section. 
 
At the USFG's FFF7, we had double the turnout with many 
dealers GemCad classes, great programs and dealers from 
around the world.  All attending seemed to enjoy the time 
to visit and learn during the 3 day event.  I even got time to 
add some new members and collect renewals.  Thanks to 
Tom Maxwell and his staff for a job well done.  You need to 
make your plans for next year.  USFG will be doing the 
same type Frolic event in Tucson leading up to the OPLC's 
Hob Nob.  More info to come on that event.  Other guilds 
have indicated a desire to have USFG associated with their 
show/programs.  
 
Over the last few months, the Board has been working on 
updating the USFG By-Laws to include our electronic form 
of meetings.  A lot of discussions, suggestions and 
corrections were made before we got down to the final 
review.  Many of you made suggestions that were included 
in the final version.  A special electronic meeting was called 
to allow you to vote on these modifications.  It was 
approved and I appreciate all of you who responded with 
your email vote.  Nearly half of the membership took the 
time to return the email to vote so we succeeded in getting 
the required number of votes to make the modifications 

official.  No one voted against the modifications so it makes 
me think we must have got it right.  The revised By-Laws 
are what we will continue to use as the Board manages the 
business of your corporation. 
 
Many of you participated in the 2014 Single Stone 
Competition this year.  The stones were judged and 
Certificates have been mailed.  Jeff Ford will be returning 
your stone and will provide the outcome of the 
competition. (Editor’s Note: the results are published in this 
issue of the USFG Newsletter).   
 
The Board will start work on a review of the website, 
nominations for next year, and methods for promoting 
faceting demonstrations and teaching out in the area 
where you live.  We will keep you informed and ask for 
your ideas as we work through the projects for the 
remainder of the year. 
 
I've received a number of emails from individuals who have 
shared how they are teaching faceting to beginners and 
experienced Faceters.  That is my challenge to each of you 
to go out, work with your local gem club or shows to demo 
faceting and offer to teach to those who have an interest in 
faceting.  In Robert Strickland's new Blog site for GemCad 
information (http://gemcad.blogspot.com/), he shares 
information on how he developed an interest in faceting.  
How his Dad and Walt Carss were his mentors.  When I talk 
to many of you, you always tell me about your mentor.  
Think about that.  Your Mentor is the reason for your love 
of faceting.  Are you a Mentor?  I would guess your mentor 
invested the time in you, hoping that you would become a 
great Faceter and do the same thing helping others.  Am I 
getting to you?  USFG got started because of mentors, so 
let's try our best between now and the end of the year to 
find someone you can share your knowledge and skills 
with.  We have both young people who think they would 
like to facet, and many of the older crowd who are retiring 
and need something to keep us out of trouble.  Let's see 
what we can do working as a USFG Mentoring Team. 
 
You've done well and I appreciate the support you give me, 
so keep it up and let's continue to move forward together. 
 
Have a great one, 
Will Smith 
 
 

I 
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The Importance of Fine Cutting 
By Ron Nash, AJS Gems 

www.ajsgem.com/articles/july-2014-newsletter.html 

Reprinted with Permission 

Edited by Howard Bromley 

The conventional wisdom in the colored gemstone 
business is that color is paramount, with clarity a close 
second. Carat weight comes third, since it has such a 
large effect on value. Cut, while important, tends to rank 
last among the "Four C's." 
 
Like much conventional wisdom, this assessment is not 
exactly wrong, but tends to miss the point. A fine cut is 
actually a high priority in colored gems, not least 
because it impacts color, and impacts other optical 
properties related to color, such as brilliance, luster and 
scintillation. In short, it is not that color always take 
precedence over cut, but rather that it's hard to have 
great color and brilliance without good cutting. 
 
The most obvious example is windowing. A gem that is 
cut too shallow will show an area of diminished color in 
the center of the stone. If the pavilion facets are cut at 
an angle less than the critical angle, light will pass 
through the gem rather being reflected back to the eye 
as brilliance. The result is a dead area in the center of 
the gem. 
 
 
A fine cut is distinguished by excellent symmetry and 
precise facet junctions. A precision-cut gem will often 
display a lovely geometric facet pattern as the pavilion 
facets reflect through the table. An important 
component of fine cutting is an excellent polish that 

maximizes the luster and 
sparkle of the stone. You can 
see a good example in the video 
of the radiant cut morganite at 
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2AAKI8RooWg 
The cutting of colored stones 
can be a complex matter and it 
is not always easy to evaluate 
fine cutting, especially in the 

case of precious materials like ruby and sapphire. It is 
quite a different situation compared with diamonds, 
where an "ideal cut" can be precisely defined. Every 

piece of rough colored stone presents its own 
challenges on how to get the best from the material. 
The goal is to produce the most beautiful result, while 
preserving as much of the precious material as possible.  
 
 
 

 

URGENTLY NEEDED! 

 

Articles, diagrams, photos… basically anything 
that can be placed into this publication. Please 
email them to: 

HOWARD R. BROMLEY, EDITOR 

 hrbmd22@gmail.com 

or 

 editor@usfacetersguild.org 

Passings of Fellow Faceters 

Billy Stringfellow  
(See his Obituary on page 7) 

 
Vi Jones 

Editor, The Crystal & Gem News, 
North Puget Sound Faceting Guild 

 
Bill Dobo, 

Facette Corp. 
  

http://www.ajsgem.com/articles/july-2014-newsletter.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AAKI8RooWg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AAKI8RooWg
mailto:hrbmd22@gmail.com
mailto:editor@usfacetersguild.org
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Editor’s Corner 
By Howard R. Bromley, MD 

 
 was at a dinner recently with some 
friends, talking about everything and 

anything. It was a great night of good 
food, good wine, and good friends. One 
of the ladies was showing her recently 
purchased yellow diamond, and the 

conversation immediately changed to gems. And then, my 
wife told everyone present that I faceted gemstones. For a 
moment, there was silence in the room. But then I was asked 
the usual questions: “how much does it cost?”, “how much 
time do you spend doing it?”, “how many stones have you 
cut?”, “are you certified?”, and, “can you show us some of the 
stones you have cut?” Of course, I have photos of all my 
stones saved in an album on my iPhone, so that was passed 
around with a lot of resultant “Oooooohhs” and “Aaaaaahhs”. 
Then one of the ladies remarked that her birthstone is opal, 
and, could I (would you, please?) cut me an opal? At one 
point, I noted that with a little help, anyone could learn to 
facet. That seemed to spark some interest in our hobby. 

I was just reading our President’s Message, and I 
started thinking about how I got into the world of faceting. I 
believe that I have published my journey in another USFG 
Newsletter issue, but the point I want to make here is to echo 
Will Smith’s comments. You see, Will was my mentor. In fact, 
he was a “virtual” mentor, helping me from a distance of over 
200 miles. Will and I never met face-to-face until the summer 
of 2010, nearly 2 years after I started faceting. Without Will, 
or without a mentor, I’m sure I would have been floundering 
around much, much longer. Yes, I’m certain that I would have 
eventually figured out most of the basics, but having a 
“virtual” mentor was a great help. I would send emails and 
photos to Will, and he would patiently respond, slowly moving 
me in the right direction.  

The point I’m getting to is that we, as faceters, need 
to promote our hobby/art. What a better way to do that than 
to become a mentor? Many people, when asked to be 
mentors, respond that they have never done it and don’t have 
the skills or tools. I can tell you that in this field, there are an 
abundance of tools. Just take a look at the book I have 
reviewed in this issue. Tom Mitchell’s “Faceting 1” is a very 
straightforward tool to help the fledgling faceter. And all of 
the abundant on-line designs will make a new faceter go 
crazy! 

So here’s my pitch: If we don’t expand our faceting 
community with new members, our art may slowly fade away. 
In the last few years, a major faceting machine maker has 
stopped producing machines, and I have recently learned that 
another company is starting to lay off employees. Our love of 
faceting needs to be preserved and passed on to another 
generation before a computer-guided laser cuts a stone and 

we become obsolete.  
The USFG’s commitment to preserving the hobby of 

faceting is strong, evidenced by the new relationships forged 
with the Franklin Faceters’ Frolic, and the Tucson Hob Nob. 
But, we need to keep this momentum going. Maybe your guild 
already has a local annual show. Think about asking your guild 
to partner with the USFG.  

Maybe you know a few other local faceters and you 
all who might consider becoming a guild. That would be great! 
I personally have tried to start a local faceting guild. 
Unfortunately, I have only been able to locate 3 other 
faceters, and one of them just passed away. (See Billy 
Stringfellow’s obituary in this newsletter). But I know by 
looking at the USFG membership list that there are “clusters” 
of faceters all around the country. (And that gives me an idea: 
publish the “clusters” in a newsletter in the hopes of 
garnering interest in forming a guild). 

I think you will agree with me that we are hooked on a 
very satisfying hobby, both for us (the faceter) and the person 
receiving the cut gem stone. I know personally that I have 
made a lot of friends, faceters and customers alike. I currently 
have a waiting list of gems to cut or repair, and I have had to 
turn away a few repairs recently because I know that I can’t 
get them completed in a timely fashion. 

And that leads me to my “medical” portion, the joy of 
satisfaction.  

As a person, you simply deserve some joy and 
satisfaction. Experts say good feelings can boost your ability to 
bounce back from stress, solve problems, think flexibly and 
even fight disease. It is known that leisure activities offer a 
distraction from everyday problems, a sense of competence 
and many other benefits. For example, twins who participated 
in leisure activities were less likely to develop Alzheimer's 
disease or dementia than their fellow twins in one study. 
Maybe your faceting is good for your brain? It makes me think 
critically about angles, meet points, etc. And that may stave 
off dementia. 

Psychologist Mihály Csíkszentmihályi argues that 
some activities may provide an extra psychological boost. 
These are activities that totally absorb us, challenge us 
without overstressing us, and make us feel fulfilled. They 
create the feeling that Csíkszentmihályi calls "flow." 

Everybody's got their own sources of flow. For you, it 
may mean completing that Master-level gemstone; for 
someone else it may be basting a turkey, bowling or mowing 
the grass. Whatever your flow, it will make you feel effective, 
confident and in control.  

You don't need to add new activities to get more 
satisfaction. You just need to soak up the joy in the ones 
you’ve already got, like faceting. 

Happy Faceting! 

 
 

I 
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In Memory of Billy Stringfellow 
By His Son, Dan 

 

 
August 8, 1926 - July 8, 2014 

 

Billy carried more love than most. You knew it in 1944 
when he cajoled his mother to walk to Buntyn Station, so 
they could together ride to the Downtown Memphis 
Navy recruit depot. The date of his 17th birthday was the 
earliest she could co-sign his enlistment papers. You 
knew it when he chose submarines. The Silent Service 
was volunteer, and needed help battling for the Sea of 
Japan. You knew it when he told of secret agents, exotic 
weapons, and stashing Heath bars under racks of magic 
torpedoes. You knew it when he never thought there 
would be another war, and volunteered for The Wild 
Aces of VMF-124, the reserve Marine Squadron 
headquartered in Millington. Staff Sergeant Stringfellow 
never complained about the activation for Korea, 
although perhaps he under-appreciated when the 
"Needs Of The Corps" changed his specialty from fighter 
plane electrician to infantry weapons armorer and his 
berthing from an aircraft carrier to a dirt fighting hole. 
You knew it when the nominations went up for prayer at 
family dinner and Billy was always elected. His prayers 
were long and genuine and tearful. He even once 
admitted to praying for Obama, saying the President 
needed it more than anybody. 
 You knew it when the neighborhood beat a path 
to his garage machine shop, where he never turned 
anyone away, and the lathes, welders, and milling 
machines rattled into the night. You knew it when he 
built choppers for the boys, and kitchen cabinets for 
Mary, and a camper for us all. You knew it with his many 
inventions, mostly ideas that he gave away. He built the 
first five molds for Strike-King Lures. You knew it 

watching his eyes sparkle, standing at the lathe curling 
white hot shavings from the hard contour of a heat-
treated rifle barrel. You knew it from his love for 
hobbies, which he instilled in the family: photography, 
gunsmithing, woodworking, ham radio, fishing, hunting, 
gem cutting, lapidary, and high-power rifle shooting. He 
sneaked Mary away for clandestine ballroom dance 
lessons. You knew it when he always worked a side job - 
and studied nights at State Tech - so two weeks a year he 
could stand alongside his boys on the jetties at St. 
Andrews State Park in Panama City, and listen to Bonita 
strip a hundred yards of monofilament line through the 
shrieking drag of a spinning rod.  
 You didn't know it; yet, when he lied about the 
pain for years, while Mary was in her two-decade fight 
with lymphoma. He wanted all the love, medicine, 
money, and prayers flowing to her. He disguised it as 
feeling bad, like an old man would, but no big deal, I'll be 
OK. 
 After Mary died, a week later he grudgingly 
admitted to the aches. Billy had been more worried of 
the doctors, knowing all along the situation. He fooled us 
all, but not the tumors. He had accomplished his mission 
and kept them both at home; in the house they built 
from scratch like only a machinist could. Staff Sergeant 
Stringfellow had remained at his post until properly 
relieved.  
 Billy is survived by his sons Mark Stringfellow 
(Sherry) of Nashville, and Dan Stringfellow (Maria) of 
Memphis; grandchildren Melissa Plank (Mitch), and 
Alison Stringfellow of Nashville; Samuel, Alex (Conlee), 
and Sarah Stringfellow, of Memphis; his brothers Jim, of 
Wynn, Arkansas, and John of Searcy, Arkansas. He was 
preceded in death by his wife Mary Stringfellow; parents 
Sam Stringfellow and Mattie Cozart Stringfellow; and 
sisters Catherine, May Evelyn, Ruth, and Polly.   
 
Editor’s Note: I had the personal honor of meeting Billy and 
helping him regain his love of faceting. Right after I became 
the USFG Newletter editor, I was looking through our 
membership for any local faceters and I noted that Billy lived 
in north Mississippi, less than 10 miles from me. I gave him a 
call, and drove to his home to meet him and Mary. We spent a 
few hours together that day, talking about our military lives 
and faceting. He told me that he hadn’t faceted in “a while” 
and then asked me if I could give him some “pointers”. Me 
give Billy Stringfellow pointers on faceting? We walked into his 
“cave” and my jaw dropped: to see all of his equipment, some 
hand-made, that was a moment I will always treasure.  After a 
few more hours, I begrudgingly had to leave. I visited Billy a 
few more times after that. I hope Billy is happily faceting now! 
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THE USFG – FRANKLIN FACETERS’ FROLIC 7 

(FFF7) 
Submitted by Tom Maxwell 

USFG Director of Educational Projects 
Carolina Custom Gems 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
The seventh annual Franklin Faceters’ Frolic, now known 
as The USFG-Faceters’ Frolic was held in Franklin, NC on 
July 24, 25 and 26, 2014. 
 
By any measure was a rousing success! Attendance was 
triple the previous year.  This can be attributed to the 
added support of the USFG and its members along with 
the quantity and quality of dealers.  Not to mention the 
efforts of USFG President Will Smith, show organizers 
Tom Maxwell, Norm Holbert and Ken Michalek, and 
many volunteers including Dan Lynch, Elaine Songer, Roz 
Mestre, Catherine Bekto and many others. 
 
There were a number of daily door prizes donated by the 
dealers. Marsh Howard of Lightning Lap donated a Mag-
Dop. John Garsow donated a nice piece of very nice facet 
rough. Author Glenn Klein donated his book, The History 
of Faceting. Farooq Hashmi of Mine Direct Gems 
donated several parcels of very nice facet rough. 
 
On Wednesday night we kicked off The Frolic with an 
informal dinner with the dealers and volunteers in The 
Boiler Room at The Factory. 
 
Thursday morning began with the Beginners GemCad 
class taught by the author of GemCad, Robert Strickland, 
and the start of Dealer Sales and Demonstrations in the 
Banquet Room.  The afternoon was filled with the 
Intermediate GemCad class and more sales and 
demonstrations. 
 
Friday was a full day of dealer sales and the Advanced 
GemCad Class in the morning. 
 

Friday afternoon, Kins Ndoh of Choice Gems gave a very 
interesting and informative presentation on the mining 
conditions in Nigeria.  He was followed by Lisa Elser who 
introduced the showing of the film Follow The Zebra; a 
film about the artisan mining of Tanzanite. 
 
The evening was wrapped up with the Pizza Meet and 
Greet and The Pretty Stone Contest. The Pretty Stone 
contest drew a large number of entries in both the 
natural and synthetic categories.  The Natural Stone 
Category was won/tied by Ultra-Tec Rep Jay Thomas and 
the synthetic stone category was a tie between Eric 
Hoffman and Ultra-Tec Rep Doug Augsburg and Eric 
Hoffman of Select Gems. The winners each received a 
certificate of achievement and a $25.00 gift certificate to 
be used at one of the Frolic dealers.  USFG President 
gave a brief talk about the support of the USFG and its 
importance to the advancement of the hobby of 
faceting.  During The frolic, we signed up a total of 18 
new USFG members. 
 
Saturday continued with dealer sales and 
demonstrations and a workshop by Diane Eames of 
Gems of the Hill Country on designing gems for making 
jewelry.   
 
The Frolic wrapped up with the announcement of the 
winner of the raffle for Grand Prize. The winner had a 
choice of either a Deluxe Polishing Kit donated by John 
Rolfe of Gearloose Lapidary and Tom Maxwell of Carolina 
Custom Gems or a very nice 5.6 carat piece of natural 
Tanzanite facet rough donated by Lisa Elser of Custom 
Cut Gems. The winner of the Grand Prize raffle was Gerry 
Boykin also an Ultra-Tec Rep.  Gerry chose the Tanzanite!  
 
Plans are already underway for next years USFG–Franklin 
Faceters’ Frolic, FFF8 AND a similar three day event 
February 2015 in Tucson Arizona.  Stay tuned for further 
developments!  
 
Editor’s Note: See the next page for information 
regarding the USFG-TFF1 event. Melinda Pate, a student 
and instructor for the Middle Tennessee Gem and 
Mineral Society (MTGMS) who loves faceting, provided 
the Frolic graphic work. In co-ordination with the 
Donelson and Tullahoma senior centers, the MTGMS 
provides instructors and equipment for lapidary and 
associated classes.  Classes are open to adults 21 and 
older. See http://www.mtgms.org/ 

http://www.mtgms.org/
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Gemology Online 2014 
Faceting Design Competition 

By Arya Akhavan 
Edited by Howard Bromley 

 
elcome to the Annual Gemology Online 2014 
Faceting Design Competition! "Now with 17% 
less suck!™" This year has two new categories 

for submissions, with entirely different criteria for entry, 
so please be sure to read the rules carefully. 
 Note: *I will be submitting designs for fun, but am 
removing myself from the competition, since that would 
be a massive conflict of interest.. 

 

Categories 
 
The competition has two categories of design 
specifications; each category has different requirements 
for acceptable design. Within each category, there will 
be two finalists. Both categories will be scored 
exclusively according to an open poll, with more detail 
given below. 
 
"Maximize": 
 This category is designed to force faceters to use or 

develop their cross-sectional 3D visualization skills. 
The goal of this category is to produce a design that 
gives the highest possible yield from shapes that gem 
rough can frequently be found in. 
 The entrant may choose one of the following 
shapes.  

 A perfect cube. (Think synthetics.) 
 A perfect octahedron. (Think spinel or fluorite. Also 

scheelite, diamond, and sphalerite.) 
 A perfect tabular hexagonal prism, with an H/W ratio 

of 0.5. (Think Montana sapphires.) 
 A perfect hexagonal prism, with an L/W ratio of at 

least 2. Consider the length to be the distance 
between hexagonal faces, and the width to be the 
distance between two opposite edges parallel to the C 
axis. (Think of a perfect crystal of beryl or a perfect 
hexagonal crystal of tourmaline, with L/W >= 2. You 
could send in a design oriented on the AB, or a design 
oriented on the C where you sawy the stone in half 
and do a matched pair. Either way.) 

 These designs should be written for a refractive index 
of a material that can commonly be found in the 
above shapes. This is a suggestion, not a hard-and-fast 

rule. 
 Designs must be reproducible entirely in a meetpoint 

manner. 
 There are no other restrictions on design. 
 Designs will be scored entirely according to an open 

poll. Further information about the poll is listed below. 
The theoretical percent yield of the design will not be 
used in the scoring process, but voters will be strongly 
encouraged to keep it in mind. 

 
"Cutthroat": 
 This category is time sensitive! This is a “restrictive” 

competition, meaning that as more designs are 
submitted, certain design features become off-limits 
for future entries. 

 When an entry is submitted, it must have at least one 
design feature that is still in the green, bolded 
list below, as of the time of submission. 

 When an entry is submitted, it may not contain any 
of the design features in the red, italicized list below, 
as of the time of submission. 

 When a design is submitted, the author MUST choose 
one of the design features from the green, bolded 
list present in his or her design, and designate it as “off
-limits” in the e-mail submission. This places the 
feature in the red, italicized list. No further submissions 
may then use that design feature. 

 It is to your advantage to submit your entries for this 
category as early as possible, as to restrict the options 
of other entrants with regards to design features. 

 Designs submitted in this category must have less 
than or equal to 200 facets, including girdle facets. 

 Designs submitted in this category must have less 
than or equal to 36 tiers, including the table and girdle 
facets. 

 The number of facets and tiers will not be used for 
scoring in this category. 

 
"Cutthroat" Available design features: 
 Apex crown 
 Checkerboard crown with square checkers 

 Checkerboard crown with rectangular checkers 
 Checkerboard crown with triangle checkers 

 Checkerboard crown with rhombus/diamond/
parallelogram checkers 

 Round outline 
 Oval outline with an L/W ratio below 1.25 

 Oval outline with an L/W ratio between 1.25 and 
1.50, including 1.25 and 1.50 

W 
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 Triangle or cut-corner triangle outline 

 Triangle cushion outline with rounded corners 
(“trilliant”) 

 Square or cut-corner square outline 

 Rectangle or cut-corner rectangle outline 
 Pentagonal cushion outline 

 Any regular hexagonal outline 
 Any regular octagonal outline 

 Pear, tear, or drop outline 
 Marquise outline 

 1-fold radial symmetry 
 1-fold mirror symmetry not otherwise listed 

 2-fold mirror symmetry otherwise not listed 

 2-fold radial symmetry 

 L/W ratio > 2 
 
"Cutthroat" Forbidden design features: 
 Triangle cushion outline with pointed corners 

(“trillion”) 
 Oval outline with an L/W ratio greater than 1.50 

 Square cushion outline (“cushion”) 
 Heart or shield outline 

 Rectangle cushion outline (“pillow”) 
 Pentagon outline with straight edges 

 

Scoring 

 
Scoring via open poll: 
There will be an open poll for 15 days after the 
submission deadline, allowing anyone to vote for their 
favorite design. Each competition entry will be assigned 
an anonymized ID, starting with C for the "Cutthroat" 
category and M for the "Maximize" category. All 
identifying information will be stripped. If a competitor 
discloses the anonymized ID associated with his or her 
designs, that competitor will be disqualified from the 
competition. This is to ensure that people vote based on 
design, and not based on the author. 
 Each choice in the poll will be labeled by 
anonymized ID. Each will show the entire anonymized 
design, with two animated .gif images. The first will be a 
300x300 GemRay rendering of a clear stone in the 
competitor’s designed refractive index. The second will 
be a 300x300 GemRay rendering as a pink-green test. 
Both will be rendered using a 30* tilt window and a 10* 
head shadow. 
 This poll will operate under an “alternative vote” 
system, also called a “ranked choice vote” or an “instant 
runoff vote”. Voters will numerically rank all of the 

designs in each category, ranking their favorite design as 
“1”, their next-favorite as “2”, and so on. Voters may 
vote in both categories. All votes are weighted the same. 
 If a design earns more than 50% of the total votes 
in a category, that design and the design with the second
-highest number of votes will become the two finalists in 
that category. If no design earns more than 50% of all 
votes, then a runoff process begins. The design with the 
lowest number of “1” votes will be removed from the 
running. Ballots with that design listed as #1 will have 
their votes distributed to the second preference listed, 
#2. This process is repeated until one design holds more 
than 50% of the total votes in the category. 

 Among the four finalists, the design with the 
greatest total number of votes will be the grand prize 

winner. 
 

Submissions 
 
How to Enter: 
To submit your design, send a copy of the diagram 
(GemCAD files are preferred) to faceting101@gmail.com. 
In the subject line, include your name and which 
category your entry is for. If the design is for the 
Maximize category, include which crystal shape the 
design is written for in the body of the e-mail. If the 
design is for the Cutthroat category, include which 
design feature you'd like to ban everyone else from 
using. 
 For example, if I wanted to send in an entry for the 

Maximize category designed for a beryl crystal, I'd use 
the subject line "Arya Akhavan - Maximize", and in the 
body of the e-mail I'd put "hexagonal prism". 

 All submitted designs will be re-drawn in GemCAD. 
This is done to ensure that all designs will be written 
using a standardized convention, preventing voters 
from using naming and organization conventions to 
recognize a specific person’s design. 

 All entries will be anonymized by being assigned a 
number in order of submission. 

 Each competitor may enter a maximum of one design 
per category. Competitors may enter one or both 
categories, for a total of two entries. 

 A single design may only be submitted to one 
category. 

 A single designer can become the finalist in multiple 
categories. 

 All designs submitted to the competition will be 
entered into the Gemology Project after the contest, 

mailto:faceting101@gmail.com
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in a "Faceting Design Contest 2014" section. Full credit 
will be given to the author of the design. 

 By submitting an entry, you agree that the design you 
submit is freely in the public domain. 

 

Design Rules 

 All designs must have a faceted girdle. The girdle is 
not required to be level (see Robert Strickland’s "No 
Stinkin’ Badges" design from the 2013 competition). 

 Diagrams which require the use of a CAM preform 
will be accepted. The CAM preform will be included in 
the final facet count and the final tier count. 

 All designs must be able to be generated in strict 
meetpoint fashion. Diagrams which use floating facets 
or step facets, diagrams that require measurement, 
and diagrams which cannot be recreated in meetpoint 
fashion will not be accepted. 

 If your design cannot be generated in strict 
meetpoint fashion, you will be informed on where and 
how the design cannot be reproduced, and you will be 
allowed to resubmit after corrections. 

 Previously published designs will not be accepted. 

 Designs that are considered to have gross defects 
(substantial tilt windowing, substantial head-on 
window, etc.) will not be accepted. 

 There is no advantage or disadvantage to voting 
earlier or later in the voting period. 

 Only the “Cutthroat” category grants an advantage to 
submitting entries earlier in the submission period. 
The other category does not grant an advantage for an 
earlier submission. 

 Designs written for a gemstone with a refractive 
index above 2.62 and/or a dispersion value above 
0.280 will not be accepted, due to the fact that no 
such gemstone exists. 

 While a test-cut of your design entry is highly 
recommended, it is not mandatory. 

 

Deadlines 

 October 15th, 11:59 PM EST - Submission period for 
designs ends. 

 November 1st - Voting period begins. 

 November 15th, 11:59 PM EST - Voting period ends. 
 November 16th - Objective scores released. Finalists 

and Grand Prize winner announced. 
 
 
 
 

Prizes 

Donors 
 Dave Williams 
 Arya Akhavan 

 Anonymous donor #1 
 Anonymous donor #2 

 Anonymous donor #3 
 

Grand Prize 

 
All of the following items (donated by several people): 
 Two giant chunks of ametrine (will need sawing and 

trimming) 
 1x large dark blue, 1x large light blue mystery 

synthetic 
 Large purple CZ 

 Kunzite  
 

Finalist Prizes 

 
The finalist prizes will be distributed to the runners-up. 
All donated prizes will be combined into a common pool 
and redistributed as evenly as possible among the 
finalists. The Grand Prize-winning entry will not be 
eligible for Finalist prizes; however, a designer with 
multiple designs may win both the Grand Prize for one 
design in one category, and a finalist prize for a different 
design in a different category. 

 Kunzite  
 A whole bunch of quartz, citrine, smoky quartz, and 

lemon quartz 
 A whole bunch of straw sunstone, some with schiller, 

some with color 
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 Clear synthetics of some sort 

 A bunch of colorful CZ 
 Two pieces of included-but-beautiful sphalerite 

 Three Apache's Tears 
 AZ peridot 

 Fluorite 
 One grey and one red mystery synthetic 

 Another bag of random stuff that's buried too deep 
under my bed for me to bother with right now.   

 

William Holland Scholarship 
By Howard Bromley 

 

This year included a number of “firsts” for the USFG. 
After donating $1000 to the William Holland Lapidary 
School, the school turned right around and gave the 
USFG a one week scholarship to attend classes. The USFG 
Board decided to have a raffle for the scholarship: all 
attendees at the USFG Faceters’ Frolic were entered, as 
well as USFG members who responded to an email sent 
out to the membership.  

 

Will Smith, the USFG President, sorted all of the 
contestants’ names by first name and renumbered 
them.  Then, using an Excel function he generated three 
random numbers: 88, 9, and 102.   

 

And the winner of the William Holland scholarship is -----
--------  [drum roll and all that] ----  Craig Grindle (#88)!   

 

Craig is from Merritt Island, Florida and was at the 
Faceters’ Frolic.  He entered the contest at the Frolic 
where he took all three of Robert Strickland’s GemCad 
classes and is looking forward to taking more in the 
future.  He is an advanced faceter, teaches and is willing 
to demo or teach in his area. He is a member of the 
Central Brevard Rock & Gem Club and lives on Merritt 
Island, Florida which is at the Cape.  Faceting is his 
hobby, but he is learning that he can make money 
cutting stones for jewelers.  He is considered an 
advanced cutter and yes, he does teach.  He must be a 
quick learner since he took his first class in February of 
last year.  He has cut some of the Texas Diamond 
Replicas and also the Hope Diamond.  

  

He and his wife spend their vacation in Franklin each 
summer, so this summer one of the weeks will be spent 
at William Holland with his wife.  

Congratulations, Craig! 

 

The second “first” (that’s somewhat odd, huh?) is the 
partnering of the USFG and the Tucson Hob Nob at the 
upcoming Tucson faceting event. The result is the first 
USFG-Tucson Faceters’ Frolic. Melinda Pate, a student 
and instructor for the Nashville (TN) faceting school who 
loves faceting, developed the USFG- Tucson Frolic 
graphic work. [See page 9] 

 

For those of you who are planning to attend the Tucson 
event, you should add the First Annual USFG-Tucson 
Faceters’ Frolic to your list.  

 

In Memory 

September 11, 2001 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For all of those hundreds of people who 

died at the World Trade Towers, at the 

Pentagon, and in the field on Flight 93 

 

For the thousands of servicemen and 

women who have died since 9-11 

fighting in the attack on terrorists 

 

We, the members of the United States 

Faceters’ Guild, who uphold freedom, 

remember those souls on this day 
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USFG 2014 Single Stone Competition Scores 

 Place Score First Last State Country

Novice

1 99.8037 Alezandra Zholudeva Russia

2 99.411 Anastasia Afanasyeva Russia

3 99.0184 Sergey Samotugin Russia

4 98.8221 Naryshkin Alexander Russia

5 94.8953 Alan Bartlett South Africa

6 94.3066 David Frazier OH

7 93.7177 Megan Bodenschantz OH

8 92.9324 Reg Williams MI

9 89.9875 Daniel Smith AL

10 88.8096 Dana Piozet ID

11 87.239 Kevin Ellis WA

12 84.4905 Gerald Smoot WA

13 82.5273 Doug Asgspurger FL

14 76.245 Timothy Ward NY

Award 90

Certi ficate 85

PreMaster

1 95.724 Richard Moriyama FL

2 94.4226 Bruce Rothman CA

3 91.448 Kate  Pleatman OH

4 89.7748 Bruce Argall PA

5 86.4284 Rita Phagan NC

6 84.5693 Greg Stimpson IN

7 82.5242 Anonymous VA

Award 93

Certi ficate 90

Master

1 98.3783 Patrick Dubuc QC Canada

2 95.6755 Harold Helton AZ

3 90.45 Will Smith TN

4 85.5849 Anonymous MD

Award 95

Certi ficate 93

Grand Master

1 99.6396 Victor Tuzlukov Russia

2 99.2792 Dmitry Petrochenkov Russia

3 98.7387 Dmitrii Samorukov Russia

4 95.8556 Greg Ninedorf TX

Award 98
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USFG 2014 Single Stone Competition Scores 

Russian Cutters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations to all of the 2014 USFG SSC Entrants! 

 

Place Score First Last Country

Novice

1 99.8037 Alezandra Zholudeva Russia

2 99.411 Anastasia Afanasyeva Russia

3 99.0184 Sergey Samotugin Russia

4 98.8221 Naryshkin Alexander Russia

Award 90

Certi ficate 85

Grand Master

1 99.6396 Victor Tuzlukov Russia

2 99.2792 Dmitry Petrochenkov Russia

3 98.7387 Dmitrii Samorukov Russia

Award 98

Editor’s Note: I have to echo what our President, Will Smith wrote in an email responding to the 

USFG 2014 SSC scores: How can I get to Russia to study under one of the above faceters? Or, is it 

possible for one of them to provide mentorship from afar? Either way, I’m quite sure that I can 

learn much!  

 

The 2015 Designs will be available in December (or sooner), so for anyone who wishes to obtain 

certification, get your rough, your machine, and your minds ready!  
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JOHNNY WALKER SCOTCH BOTTLE 
By Charles (Chuck) McCoy 
Edited by Howard Bromley 

 
ou may wonder about the title of this article for 
the USFG newsletter; I would. Well for many years 
I have enjoyed a scotch on the rocks after dinner. 

A few Christmases ago my wife bought me a bottle of 
Johnny Walker Blue Label Scotch. Boy, was it good at 
$200 a fifth so I very seldom have a chance to enjoy it. 
But, as you can imagine, it didn’t last long because I had 
to drink it before it evaporated! When I went to put it in 
the recycle bin I noticed that the bottom of the bottle 
was very thick and a nice color of blue (like sky blue 
topaz).  

With my trim saw I cut off the 
bottom and cut about twelve 20 
mm pieces from it. 
 One of my first cuts from 
the Johnny Walker Blue (JWB) was 
a design called Christmas Star 07 
by 
Graham 
Roche 

who said that he adapted it 
from Charles W. Covill’s 
Christmas Star. At the next 
Christmas I gave this star as a 
present to my granddaughter. 

When she opened it she thanked me and said it was nice 
(she was only 16). When I told her what I cut it from her 
eyes lit up and she stated in a load voice “I’m wearing a 
scotch bottle.” She said this a few times with joy. 
 I have also cut maybe 10 Lone Star Cuts, the 
official gem cut for the State of Texas. I only have 3 
remaining. A local jewelry store has sold four and I sold 

two. The 
other I 
donated 
to a local 
charity’s 
silent 
action. At 
the 
auction I 
put a 
value of 
$150 on it. 
From 
watching 
the bids 

on the gem I saw it up at $250 so I approached the 
woman telling her that the value I had placed on it was 
only $150 and it was glass. She told me she didn’t care 
that she wanted that gem because it was so unique that 
it was cut from a scotch bottle. 
 I finished one 
more star from the JWB 
material. It is called Star 
of David SRB by Dalan 
Hargrave. I did make 
one change to Dalan’s 
design after I finished it. 
As it was designed I 
thought the star facets 
interfered with seeing 
the star. I re-dopped it 
and enlarged the table 
eliminating the star facets. 
 I cut a lot of natural material, mainly topaz, 
sapphire, tourmaline, zircon and others. I try and sell 
some to offset this very expensive hobby but what has 
sold the best is JWB. Living in Texas the Lone Star Cut in 
topaz has also sold well. What this tells me is if it is 
unique it may sell easier then natural material with 
standard cuts. 

Y 
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FACETING 101 
By Arya Akhavan 

  
  

  

Arya's series of FACETING 101 Videos provide a great learning and teaching experience to both the beginner and 
experienced faceter.  In the interests of reaching as many faceters around the world since YouTube can't be 
accessed in much of Asia, UltraTec has mirrored Arya’s series on the YouTube alternative service VIMEO.  Here is 
an Index to the Video Series, from start to finish: 
 
 

  Title YouTube Link Vimeo Link 

1 Introduction - Main 

parts of Faceting Ma-

chine  

 http://youtu.be/oD6ZlNmtwmM  https://vimeo.com/93933047 

2 Dops http://youtu.be/xli8iqW5ciU https://vimeo.com/93933048 

3 Laps http://youtu.be/zdhgT0B6jT4 https://vimeo.com/93933052 

4 Choosing Rough http://youtu.be/AFnyOJ_Y8a8 https://vimeo.com/93933055  

5 Preforming  http://youtu.be/CfDSTx3vMl4 https://vimeo.com/93933058 

6 Dopping 
  

http://youtu.be/u3qmqw5vbUY https://vimeo.com/93936553 

7 Faceting The Pavilion  http://youtu.be/LwlmvvHArgI https://vimeo.com/93937541 

8 Faceting The Girdle http://youtu.be/R11yQv6jg5k https://vimeo.com/93937744 

9 Prepolishing http://youtu.be/FGyudt0WvyM https://vimeo.com/93937743 

10 Polishing http://youtu.be/fHfPmkEAQYY https://vimeo.com/93937746 

11 Transferring http://youtu.be/YmxeCcLahJY https://vimeo.com/93951766 

12 Cutting The Crown http://youtu.be/loFi8QTaD6k https://vimeo.com/93951768 

13 Cutting The Table http://youtu.be/UoiEDukIoag  https://vimeo.com/93951771 

14 Undopping The Stone http://youtu.be/qy_9nsk_5es https://vimeo.com/93951772 

15 Closing http://youtu.be/IikkCJ_e-wg https://vimeo.com/93951775 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGHCHt9JuPSojDgIiyEBlJg_MtuMlBvTQjg1lz_5mGrEWmxp7d0QQbbZ79-e2SXe61Gh1UOFLI9EsmXlYCbpr-FlkX89Wv_WjmrEFCYGsjSmTFTRxtRh1Mb3GD3OGLkjMNjPQOD0A-fbJIhPskOW4sLsbXpTHFoYB2GLk45Wm1r6yqq42
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGHCHt9JuPSojRpgj4KdS8Sq3ekTw1fqCwXhemiCIb9JuqfDZKHvoHtRQf3lyoAAng3EKMhlApPeT9RjMCXhh0z4ri4f2HGk5AKvFGp7ODzz0YxdPAtwPPWUIJpAcTSY2P3TqSrOyuWRoOy0zzweCGQ8_1DtXFTcr8UpPltH2X8EBRiyv
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGHCHt9JuPSojKa8-ML6oWWiq-GnKB2KSp8EJshQKssOTPnw9zZM77a4RqxrgJeiZE2LusjurBmjd_9uDGdjVY1jeI7v_7B7FKF4OtVtZ4xYkyAXhxZFnG5d3lgHC4D3zeiA52YAC_jXqroTvu9R4VSQsHPX9dPpDczbELIiOrP43ykMo
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGHCHt9JuPSoj8Bs8VCMXHJABrZOQ3Ibkf4GxWu1BvpaNt5O57yVyHAEEQF3ohUElrdoHlBsYlWpVQKNFZcT8V17K7717Ots-ZiZS8-u6TRdqCiWdzb8Dlnyu-fSpIyeN1-koCWGOsDw_CO7PMFdcSykx3uFk7WOYm3P3EHlLCh4NmCA8
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGHCHt9JuPSojtSR0-g0y-co4-fJyVxDExjR5EJsCbdz37mLStWTPsfEg39f7yUEgEAi-2Z8CFc3PR_UCDesbCvugdASwOyV0ZeoqVJsfEI5KlJSajvI8lmdp-7RHSt9pwuJw28Y3Vz3HgqoQXBl3ZKtRWhuhmPsaMOZAxjpeDPu_joZC
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGHCHt9JuPSojBqrIH2PqtjNNMFzUaQfxwWeZkOV2PAFyQR9IJUvGW8oU-kgy1TSpwpUgpew09GGFuAwX8iQ1syyYPmHBh_MHbIPivEXimlXa6shVT3yxGMTYRM3ACFIBNf3oos-YW0QQf0JQcZLcl2_w8iPZ_T7w4Tz91lvGQ3V0rKUo
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGHCHt9JuPSojLfDQAr1uWwg9N_WpT5oTKrg9OwaKioSBpeNEu3y38CFOibZCK_dgeOQSbIQzyuCccAD2S7fyKzzeLgjXd5eCfdGRayhLhRogKFVTf8oS5VE3Z9IOw-a0lk_-g_WeUR949spNjtteAs0HQPrteD2EO2-_7WM-GzKcrbzW
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGHCHt9JuPSojEsoo3jRlQMrpvPsNhcWuUAJFGQLMxHH5XA2iU7V25_GqtR-HMntPwjesTvhE6Us72Q4xlq8Ihj6P_xfPlyMlkhs4Lekhjrjf2nOjEuWtX0ZoaUEFZ237V_ESAb3f-HFeJlS0CE-XaD3CHlSkb4gZvBDmGuX0e93HaZpQ
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGHCHt9JuPSojjRfIyzqd9nCCXzhDPfLYBGYMQ7NL-JXV_F-2KbLUIUuPEehHG02fS5PrBfCaTN7poOc54-oLTKsm4Q7HNrd3iz1e8Z8hBHf-0bNeVoDIqFc6xdeZLFR-R9vQZH0APIxOw0spaFtoHms-QGRGvPXFPLwKWrG6qfa-8w_V
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPL9hVcdLmAi0b69KqDSqqtOiFeI0wGcY30H7wh7RjLiFCTI6JT0lTsELtCuFbymH_B3EE8M_zpfT2cTL44r9amVFq7WLbbuxaHa2gbXJhU4Pq8aRJpClRJqCqhSYFcpuP_eg1sOzRlAYx9wDanTf5hUXb0nXRtz3AB7a8n
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGHCHt9JuPSojQOOKVRc_XX9MxRjmw3LQ-lzONeE6Y8_mNTs8JfQZG1jMVsyKW48AAhNpzMq_Yg0RlSi8SQot4LzbqtzNPrOBIY-0VEpLrFO7FBcQ6NesAx0TOE1AenegM59ZXr1AxlJq6XLx9aGbcTpZD59g2cREr8reP6Mu43u0aG3X
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLMMQSl0DXt6Gmtk2ddT0Do6oG-M_aSnYFjVaoAYl-Ycw7TPUDQ5018habroN0kPDlqlzu2mgU02cQEDItkeij-Td2KE_80Jz1-LhMeFZK7LXsor_OOacd6dRAEjZA98ca3vLH5vJaoC_0Ax3jLzEZoW_F9V9OyihXYxwz
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLY9WnMonTxtI8jR-VICXMRVv_FKraEaH1knmSzhRaTNYyDJeD9mEC8sKae6ccnwYQo7lwx3aP_q0BiisHLLc8aB3siLzXj7ux0PcKHLZT2B2sKHntQqMmToWsmzKCeRweZ4Elkfq7O-qIdHUuAKQMXNPDdYDaonApu6fK
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPL_UNRoHPucroIEEdRDEbD5OIz6UE_VBXpubD9RtOTGYtKMhLZ0hxgkQhJhC_OUGe56Bp7edX-0pVTCgjIZLTAArUcUJ0K4K-CxmlaZfbcD-KHPUHdgWB18rjYedTM56XtwBeV_RhLmbbwc9S-3gdd7Sziopd00sovwU46
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLmB5rdMb1XTA1k03LrIMfUFbkWooGi8-UOwH1tAFQ40WvNv0CL2HRIvLpdvoiesFxiA4VT2nN0DuSqTbkq9f8UEJ3ulFgxUMIeSEMulCkJpBON7cUSBr5JHbo-amlutFgcoYkaB8jkurfHkvKkTHwNpE7DLMQT82PrDpK
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLh9Xv4yOmAnrBCF-fktW0RI7nvzfJ5DNdFwW5vh_RhpJjphAFz7HkbFUSKxwVFjjdzsqjnupUFVb5Sn23cFf5N-DrkUajItO6ePWLxauiy1-QS3x-ONQZFzwG1eZzaQK0gRsGb6a7wY01cJ_rRCQa6T_kdMrZ78umThqt
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLmtJTGTvhFgYZelYL3HQhPOMNGS-yzxDEbg66Dee5fR8XexrP64nsYi3W05TIx8Fn_wj5LMGh9H9pdT50F7QhXr649o9C6dYlWdyJ9sMlAxtMUrl84vco-mpXWofDa38nxr11J2zG_dOa5BOXYxci9VJoIMbXZULKaJGY
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPL1I2FB5WEdej84jXcpCVSwEPK54VJEuhp8IWnSGfw-D3424bdzt0IB-5h9AgVUHTBslyNhguAdlHYQCsXiZFfle5YB7qv0RgdksC0x-8HoYlvNAG4393wboihTlnySNoBxAli9QHJsc_CUoWFbz73EsI0hcol1zwNk4Cs
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLS7xP_nNRVncYAoWxVcYCBTCvrRqJRb3CGcmncIhiwa_dwK1maQRrkn9i4mguUtfFT-aL7bgsIEwasEL1KiRiWxHuUPBnAb2pVMUCTJopXBAVy-ljTapKAOGLdJTLwVH7NNiAGoACXCPXgSsUiWENIpCzXfuy_XCa8mlk
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLHRHVC6I62lu9wVoX7KPiuf41aZEQSxUPQQWkKpkH68GoW6lq8w16fCWRjukFpIcU1v7FEyM7OvG52FJVDnvzXJRy3VJ8ABW27DfVCgetOamwSok2cXTQco5om3YaAHVfPejbtLnLEL_zUT6kcpXeQWyfWe71m42Ryhfa
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLp-COKnAWWmlhjkq8m8tlToSD22xMUoUeP3H-uzsfVIEoMTLF9XuHNb0NuIqPCTT2vvDfAjU6PVk-rXT-GUKIZNuit9HoeYBczPlJqoy_PI7Y7nM81V5JZsM7_PT09GC91GWQ6CBr4fXUIMuijufUtiA2qJEXJIN8bb4E
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLOz1Pv59-iKJIFQM62DV-B-3AR1A41WMdb7Uw02Nwm8jBCvhtYrBbbMX2AfrPPggSGyYbGj2xIcpeOylmE-RbOb8wiepPOZuxk_yhtL_8imufCJ9gJJJCoRZBFtBnq7RhlxoIqahtvOKJbC59B_aWeBgWEYwOhTVDLBxu
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLIdDinPjUIPW9TQV2btrh5vZQnCLLAXpWT-qBMriwq35GWGb3p54l6FNwznB6OqMbQDq9gizAv0_GH9hfPQ96fQuCM_RoWGGhXWMfrvbQNkWEDvYjcmFaUOKVnyVDeUcazLqL32CRD7SfmANfineGAvLOvsLixzuU2kEi
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLRjHi62wDpN60MpIZWw_mRy_K2SCsQT0k2zG2xMgwLxhfG-ZX2fPGfZnVGHYKpX03hioD5OLIQv6cu73vAhBUDKLMtPxkfVS665T_tewLJlGpUJyd2EQeJSDR24fJhhj7X8Zc2sSsTIOED61ix1Fe4az-IvYTD4-21zu0
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLZkOdwWf6BuxYLd1GuOqXGAIg3X788Dnw_37yYwkU2OKH5xEVEoklWRRgOU8cRX2ashzpE-ApF8cq3DgBPwG9ivtKnseI3V9pWPlyATg08JlXyQqJGB1qWQ0N2xi4VKiTKgqm9Qn07T1BgZHhBuMpwkVC4T4oNqZnjZQZ
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPL2zS6kO1-e540vyoZ2reSjsqRLBVz0fQuDesZrpESv0UCQPY6xyh8Phfy_exueYE2o1ef3RAmjM7hRiistYPoRSw9GO9psosx-QtidNGZJbz6UV94U24re0i2uuQDTpPH7pZu6hEvRXhbG9qS2_QsAGJK-azAaJCz5JDx
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLkk-bmdXMeW16b0GnHdrvMZ3thNPObWJwF5_cDRqdgMK1ZAr6XjWTxuSvKQonJcDkIdUY7hEG-krY6lRw3brzRi4FOvX-Cp2duaE7vzs84MXQONGdddRLHWy7ORdchNOGoGWTMhP2Lp2ku98VfiRpsM4dCcjEiDwAyUNr
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPL8lC13GWIyPBcABjp0rIGqw52NYgLNZ4_KNu4-6x62mAZP5xzuG_pddygspu07oaQ_I3G7qSHRdP8urQRC8mZ6AXM2kXpGDXiT_lUShG925Y9qnpRULiAuyQ7foyHu_vJaTCavpoFSRV-IKmcKTxqKy7bIEJDMg2Mu0kk
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLWMym0ob1QcUwqh0E7aSq4LcLp00G9XUTA61pwCl91qMygsOk5DLxVbYpNGsHy0LEy0EZOUosAWG81e1ndelT5g2ZQl3Tk_1iTbkbOcMAgdjuMViBSOhrUsk26MRA9HaV38nsVjtEDXlCGLnQPU-jNfKbkHsdpYGyiOkd
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ORlDBOyml4VPmDbXdLo95Xt0Nf_TT1Gly5SzwlTaGM_GKSR2z31wGLTobINLtkPLVLgHAl0m0kNJYOp20muAEItk3VbKgU_Z1leMyzXTdGx8R1Veu3pwvhh2I3QTwb5-3e5A7FhZo7uRkoBf0tDNKyQHJhWq_Oh5SGxii-xEyrjY0hOG8NPF72jmzdJnleSUpMlz6bdAlcrnBIhrsRAJR6mOl_-yAq3IQ71b
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USFG 2014 Third Quarter Minutes 

 President Will Smith presented the Board a draft copy 
of changes to the USFG By-Laws that were designed to 
comply with the non-profit rules and in addition, more 
closely reflect the actual way the organization conducts 
business.  Considerable emails were sent between the 
Board members and a revised draft copy of the proposal 
was placed on the website.  The USFG membership was 
notified on 7/15/2014 of the availability for review of 
the document and the upcoming need to vote on 
it.  Five members submitted corrections and suggestions 
for clarification of the By-Laws and most were incorpo-
rated into the final version which was posted on the 
website prior to the ballot going out.  A notice of a spe-
cial meeting called by Will Smith was sent to the mem-
bership on 8/8/2014 requesting the membership vote 
on the By-Laws by 8/16/2014.  A total of 150 ballots 
were returned, all voting in the affirmative. 

  

The $1000 donation to the William Holland School of 
Lapidary Arts included in this year’s budget was sent to 
them on approximately June 15, 2014.  They gave the 
USFG a one-week tuition, room, and board scholarship 
to be used on any of the many classes that are availa-
ble.  After considerable email discussion the Board 
agreed the entries would be made available to both the 
USFG members and the attendees at the 2014 Franklin 
Faceters’ Frolic, regardless of their USFG membership 
status, as an additional incentive to attend.  Entry forms 
were sent out to 371 USFG members on 8/12/2014 with 
a closing date of 8/26/2014.  The winner will be random-
ly selected from all of the entries on or after the closing 
date. 

  

Two additional items are in process, but no decisions 
have been reached yet.  The first item is purchasing in-
surance covering the officers and the organization, espe-
cially at Guild functions.  The second is the updating of 
the USFG website.  Numerous suggestions have been 
made, but it is still too early to be reaching any decision. 

  

Respectively submitted, 

  

Keith Wyman 

Secretary, USFG   

HELP WANTED 

I am in need of an Assistant Editor. If you have any 

editing or publishing skills and you would like to be a 

part of a great newsletter, please contact me. 

Experience with MS Publisher, Adobe InDesign, and/or 

Adobe Acrobat Pro would be helpful. Annual salary: 

mine and the USFG President’s gratitude! 
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SCiO: A Hand-Held Spectrometer 
Will it Change Gemology? 

By Howard R. Bromley 
www.consumerphysics.com/myscio/index.htm 

 
Editor’s Note: This is taken from the SCiO Kickstarter page with some of my editing 
 
Scan materials or physical objects. Get instant relevant information to your smartphone. Food, medicine, 
plants, and more. How about gemstones? Or gem rough? Or diamonds? Scan a stone and immediately 
know what it is! No more guesswork. No more gemology tools. 

 
Smartphones made it easy to research facts, capture images, and navigate street maps, but they haven’t 
brought us closer to the physical environment in which we live – until now.  
 
Meet SCiO. It is the world's first affordable molecular sensor that fits in the palm of your hand. SCiO is a 
tiny spectrometer and allows you to get instant relevant information about the chemical make-up of just 
about anything around you, sent directly to your smartphone. 

http://www.consumerphysics.com/myscio/index.htm
http://www.consumerphysics.com/Kickstarter/redirect_3.htm
http://www.consumerphysics.com/Kickstarter/redirect_3.htm
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The SCiO Mobile App allows you to choose a specific SCiO application from the available options. Once 
you choose the app you need, you are ready to scan. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Every time you use SCiO you are helping to build a database of 
knowledge about the stuff around us. So when you use SCiO, you are 
making everyone smarter. The bigger our SCiO community gets, the more data 
SCiO will have about different materials and this goes right back to our 
community of users!. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

SCiO is for anyone who would like instant 
information about the things they interact with and 
consume every day. It is also great for people who 

want to help develop a rapidly expanding database of useful knowledge that will benefit the entire 
community of users.   

 
SCiO is based on the age-old near-IR 
spectroscopy method. The physical 
basis for this material analysis method 
is that each type of molecule vibrates 

in its own unique way, and these vibrations interact with light to create its own unique optical signature. 
 
 
 

http://www.consumerphysics.com/Kickstarter/redirect_3.htm
http://www.consumerphysics.com/Kickstarter/redirect_3.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Near-infrared_spectroscopy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Near-infrared_spectroscopy
http://www.consumerphysics.com/Kickstarter/redirect_3.htm
http://www.consumerphysics.com/Kickstarter/redirect_3.htm
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SCiO includes a light source that illuminates the sample and an optical sensor called a spectrometer that 
collects the light reflected from the sample. The spectrometer breaks down the light to its spectrum, which 
includes all the information required to detect the result of this interaction between the illuminated light 
and the molecules in the sample. 

The spectrometers which are normally used for 
these high-end near-IR spectroscopy 
applications are very big and expensive. They 
can be the size of a laptop and cost tens of 
thousands of dollars. SCiO is unique as it is 
based on a tiny spectrometer, designed from 
the ground up to be mass-produced at low cost 
with minimal compromise on the available 
application. This unique feature is achieved by 
several technology breakthroughs our team 
has made in the past few years, as we 
reinvented the spectrometer around low-cost 
optics and advanced signal processing 
algorithms.   
 

To deliver relevant information in real time, SCiO communicates the spectrum to your smartphone app via 
Bluetooth, which in turn forwards it to a cloud-based service. Advanced algorithms analyze the spectrum 
and within seconds deliver information regarding the analyzed sample back to the smartphone to be 
presented in real time to the user. 
 
Once the first working prototype was ready, we had to "teach" it what different substances look like. A 
team of chemists, food technologists, and lab technicians who have been sampling materials like cheese, 
fruits, grains, oils, pills and much more, in order to begin building the database of substances that the 
device will identify and analyze. When SCiO hits the market, every user will be able to help expand the 
database by sampling an array of plants, pharmaceuticals, and raw food materials. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This may very well change the way we determine what gem material we have!  Just think of the field uses 
alone. You’ll know within minutes exactly what rough you have.  
 
Scio will be available in December 2014 for $249. Get ready.  

http://www.consumerphysics.com/Kickstarter/redirect_3.htm
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Gem News 
From the July Gem Select Newsletter 

www.gemselect.com/help/newsletter/newsletter-jul-
14.php?ns0714=44713 

Reprinted with permission 
Edited by Howard Bromley 

  
Everyone has heard of well-
known colored gemstones 
such as emerald, sapphire and 
ruby. These esteemed gems 
rightly dominate the limelight. 
However, there are a lot of 
lesser-known colored gems 
that also deserve a little 
attention. Here is information 

about some rarer gemstones. 
 Enstatite is one of these rare gemstones. It is a 
colorless, yellowish, greyish or brown-green pyroxene 
mineral composed of magnesium silicate. It is a 
strongly pleochroic gemstone, meaning that it exhibits 
more than one color when viewed along different axes. 
The name "enstatite" comes from the Greek "enstates", 
which means "adversary". This is because enstatite has a 
high melting point and was resistant to being treated 
with a blow torch. 
 The largest faceted enstatite gemstone is the 
"Ophir Enstatite", which is an oval faceted gemstone 
weighing an amazing 42.2 carats. It belongs to the Ophir 
Collection, owned by Ophir Collection LLC of Delaware, 
USA and has been certified by the Gemological Institute 
of America (GIA). The Ophir Collection contains some of 
the rarest and largest gemstones in the world and has 
received nine Guinness World Records, including awards 
for the world's largest faceted sapphire and the world's 
largest cut tanzanite.  
 
Ruby-in-Fuchsite  
 
Ruby-in-fuchsite is a rare and 
interesting combination of 
fuchsite and ruby in one 
gemstone. It is somewhat 
similar in appearance to ruby-
in-zoisite, which is also a green 
and red gemstone. Ruby-in-zoisite tends to have black 
blotches and swirls due to hornblende inclusions, 
whereas ruby-in-fuchsite can exhibit interesting shades 
of yellow, blue and green, but not usually black. 

Everyone knows ruby as one of the precious four 
gems and is the red variety of the mineral corundum. 
However, the ruby in fuchsite tends to be opaque, 
rather than the fine, transparent ruby that is so well-
known throughout the world and commands very high 
prices. The ruby inclusions in fuchsite vary in color from 
pink to red and purple. 
 The constituents of ruby-in-fuchsite contrast in 
several ways. First, the green and red colors are at 
opposite ends of the color spectrum, which give it an 
interesting appearance. Also, it is composed of materials 
with widely varying hardness scores. Ruby has a 
hardness of 9 on the Mohs scale, whereas fuchsite has a 
Mohs scale hardness of 2 - 3. Additionally, in Chinese 
culture, red symbolizes fire whereas green is associated 
with wood. 
 Fuchsite is a variety of muscovite that gets its 
attractive green color from traces of chromium. It was 
named after Johann Nepomuk von Fuchs, a German 
Catholic chemist and mineralogist who lived from 1774 
to 1856. He wrote several books and became so 
respected that he was appointed as conservator of the 
Munich mineral collections in 1823 and then professor 
of mineralogy. Two years before his death, Fuchs was 
knighted by the King of Bavaria. Fuchs is also known for 
his work on soluble glass and cement. In fact, soluble 
glass is still sometimes called "Fuchs's soluble glass". 
Fuchs certainly made his contribution to mineralogy. 
 
Kornerupine  
 

Kornerupine is a green to green
-brown pleochroic gemstone 
that received its unusual name 
in honor of Danish geologist, 
Andreas Nikolaus Kornerup. 
The gemstone was discovered 
in Fiskenaesset (Greenland) in 
1884, after the death of 
Kornerup in 1881. 

 
Large kornerupine crystal specimens that measured as 
much as 23 cm (9 inches) in length were found in 
Fiskenaesset, Greenland in 1975. Twenty-one gemstones 
were made from these large blue-green crystals; 
comprising 14 faceted gems and 7 cabochons. The 
largest gems from these crystals weigh 5.88 carats and 
1.72 carats and can be seen at Copenhagen Geological 
Museum. At the time, these were remarkable, however, 

 
Ruby-in-Fuchsite 

 
Kornerupine 

 
Enstatite 
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more recent kornerupine deposits in Africa (Tanzania, 
Kenya and Namibia), Australia, Canada (Quebec) 
Myanmar and Sri Lanka have led to larger kornerupine 
gemstones being more freely available. Our largest 
kornerupine gem is around 2.5 carats but it is said that 
the Burmese kornerupine desposits yielded faceted 
stones of up to 20 carats. An extremely rare Tanzanian 
vanadium-bearing kornerupine of a beautiful apple-
green color was found in late 2007 in the Usambara 
Mountains. There are less than one hundred of these 
incredibly rare gemstones. 
 
Featured Gems – Bloodstone and Rhodolite Garnet  
 
This cushion-cut bloodstone is an interesting shape that 
is not usually seen for this gem. We have noticed that 
cushion cuts have become increasingly popular lately. 
This gemstone exhibits vivid "blood-like" iron oxide 
inclusions, so the reason behind 
its unusual name can be clearly 
seen. Bloodstone is composed 
of chalcedony quartz, which is 
in turn a microcrystalline quartz 
variety. Bloodstone has 
excellent hardness and 
durability. Its color makes it 
ideal for masculine jewelry 
designs. Those who believe in 
crystal healing consider 
bloodstone to have a strong protective energy and to be 
beneficial to the blood and circulation. Bloodstone is a 
birthstone for those born under the signs of Aries, Pisces 
and Scorpio. 

Rhodolite garnet is one of the 
many garnet varieties. It has a 
characteristic rose, purplish or 
raspberry red hue. The name 
"rhodolite" comes from the 
Greek word for rose-colored; 
"rhodon". The best rhodolite 
specimens are a vivid raspberry 
red color. Rhodolite differs 
from the other red garnets 
because it lacks the deep 

brownish tones that can usually be seen in almandine 
and pyrope garnet, though by composition, rhodolite is 
a mixture between pyrope and almandine garnet. 
Garnet has good hardness (6.5 to 7.5 on the Mohs scale) 
and indistinct cleavage, which makes it durable. Its 

attractive vitreous luster combined with excellent clarity 
makes it perfect for jewelry use. 
 
Gem News   
 
A rare, 122.52 carat vivid blue diamond has been 
unearthed from Petra Diamonds' Cullinan mine in South 
Africa, the same mine that produced the famous 3.106 
carat Cullinan diamond in 1905, the largest rough 
diamond ever found. Petra Diamonds will analyze the 
rare gem and assess its value before putting it on the 
market. 
 On June 10th, New York jewelers, Tiffany & Co. 
opened a new store on the iconic Champs-Elysees in 
Paris. The opening was marked by the appearance of the 
famous 128.54 yellow Tiffany Diamond, which is on 
display for a limited period, after travelling from its usual 
place at Tiffany & Co.'s Fifth Avenue store in New York. 
 

From GemSelect’s August 2014 Newsletter 
http://www.gemselect.com/help/newsletter/newsletter

-aug-14.php?ns0814=44713 
Republished with permission 
Edited by Howard Bromley 

 

Early Gemstone Dental Implants 
 

There are many who 
believe in the healing 
powers of gemstones 
and precious metals. 
Throughout history, 
both Eastern and 
Western cultures have 
worn and used 
gemstones not only for 
their beauty, but 

because of certain properties or attributes that were 
connected with the jewels. The use of gemstones date 
back to the earliest civilizations and in some cultures, 
gemstones were even implanted into the body, rather 
than worn. 
 Archaeological discoveries have revealed that the 
Mayans inlaid teeth with gemstones such as jadeite, 
pyrite, hematite, turquoise, quartz, opal, serpentine 
and cinnabar. Were these early fillings, or did they have 
some sort of religious or cultural purpose? 
 It is said that the Mayans believed that if they 
adorned their teeth, it would enhance their voice and 

 

Gemstone Inlay in Mayan Mouth 

 
Bloodstone 

 
Rhodolite Garnet 
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thus facilitate communication with God. The Mayans 
also performed early dental implants, using animal 
teeth, shells and teeth from other humans. They used 
devices like drills, made from hard materials such 
as obsidian, which is volcanic glass. Obsidian fractures 
with very sharp edges, making it a perfect surgeon's 
tool. The Mayans were both skilled dentists and 
believers in the metaphysical powers of gemstones. 
 The Mayans' curious dentistry seems to be 
resurfacing in modern times. A professional piercer 
recreated the Mayan mouth by having opal inlay put 
into his lower and upper canine dental implants. This is a 
little different to the usual hip hop tooth jewelry. 
 
Gemstone Amulets for the Dead and Living 
 
The ancient Egyptians and Chinese people used 
gemstone amulets during the burial of their dead. The 
mummies of ancient Egypt were surrounded by riches 
and jewels, to help the dead on their journey into the 
next world. The Chinese used jade in the orifices of 
corpses, since they believed that it would preserve the 
deceased. The Shan people of Burma traditionally put an 
offering on the tongue of the deceased for the boatman 

who takes the spirit 
across the river of death. 
Shan people of normal 
status would have coins 
placed on their tongues 
and those of high status 
would have offerings 
of rubies or other 
gemstones, gold or silver 
placed inside their 
mouths. 
 
A lot of Thai people 

believe in the mysterious powers of amulets that have 
been blessed by Buddhist monks, and some devotees 
have these amulets inserted under the skin of their arms 
for protection. The nearby Shan people of Burma used 
to insert charms under the skin to protect them in 
battles. Nowadays, it is still common for South East 
Asian people to be given temple tattoos that are 
believed to have protective powers. 
 
Malaysian Charms 
 
In Malaysia, needles made from gold or other precious 

metals and even gemstones are implanted into the 
body. These are known as "susuk" and are believed to 
protect the wearer from harm. Nowadays, this is 
forbidden by Islam. There is a well-known Malaysian 
horror film called "Susuk" that was made in 2008 about 
the use of such charms. 
 Susuk charms take 
various forms such as gold 
needles, diamonds, pearls 
and other colored 
gemstones, plant 
ingredients, animal body 
parts and even elephant 
sperm. Apparently, susuk 
used to only be used by 
royals and nobles. The 
susuk can be swallowed, 
inserted into the body or 
be magically conjured into the body during a special 
ceremony. 
 Women have these charms implanted in the 
belief that the charms will enhance their beauty, youth 
and sexual allure. Men have susuk in the belief that they 
will gain charisma and gain supernatural powers, such as 
invulnerability. The charms are also believed to improve 
the wearer's career or business and prevent accidents 
and harm. Before the charms are inserted, the wearer is 
usually given a ritual flower bath. After the ritual of 
insertion, the wearer is usually given a number of 
restrictions, such as not being allowed to scratch their 
faces, eat bamboo shoots, chicken or bananas. 
Curiously, they are also told not to walk under clothes 
lines or stairs for several days following the insertion. 
Susuk that were inserted to protect the wearer from 
physical harm should be removed before death, 
otherwise it is thought that they will cause the wearer 
terrible suffering. It's too bad if the witch doctor dies 
before the susuk is removed. Also, it is said that when 
susuk inserted for youth and beauty are removed, the 
wearer's face will instantly revert to its natural age and 
level of ugliness. 
 
Pearling 
 
An English merchant called Ralph Fitch, who travelled to 
Northern Thailand in the late 1500s, was amazed to note 
that Thai men inserted bells made from precious metal 
into the skin of their penises. This practice was also 
observed by a Flemish diamond trader called Jaque de 
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Coutre, who travelled to South-
East Asia around a similar time. 
He commented that the 
practice was supposed to 
discourage homosexuality, 
though how is anyone's guess. 
Such penis implants still survive 
in modern day Thailand, 

though rather than being bells made of precious metal 
and used by the upper class, prison inmates are the ones 
implanting "pearls" into their penises, which are usually 
made from smooth pieces of glass from Coke bottles and 
inserted with sharpened toothbrushes. This may have 
stemmed from the Yakuza practice of inserting one pearl 
under the skin of the penis for each year spent behind 
bars. Years ago, real pearl gemstones were used, which 
is why the practice is known as "pearling". 
 
 

Review of Faceting 1 by Tom Mitchell 
By Howard Bromley 

 
From the Ultra Tec newsletter: “Tom Mitchell is an Ultra 
Tec representative living in Florida.  He teaches faceting 
to beginners, and wished he had a textbook for it, so he 
wrote his own!  Tom will be using his new book as a 
training text for his students, both at his local club in The 
Villages, for the Southeast Federation of Mineralogical 
Societies and for the William Holland School of Lapidary 
Arts.” 
 Tom emailed me and a number of others 
regarding his new book “Faceting 1: Learn the Fine Art of 
Gem Faceting, It’s Easy!” I immediately asked him if he 
would allow me to review it for the June USFG 
Newsletter. He  didn’t hesitate to respond “Absolutely!”, 
but I didn’t have the time to complete reading it before 
the June Newsletter went to bed.   
 It’s been a while since a book or manual has 
been published on how to facet. When I get the chance 
to teach a faceting class, I had planned on using Jeff 
Graham’s book “Learn to Facet the Right Way” since it is 
a mainstay. However,  Tom’s book is much more 
detailed and a bit more “modern” than Jeff’s.  In all, it’s 
68 pages long, including a brief history of faceting, terms 
and definitions (9 pages worth!), and a review of the 
faceting machine itself.  
 Of course, the bulk of the book (35 pages) is 
devoted to teaching the beginner how to facet, from 
picking out rough,  through choosing a design, dopping, 

cutting, polishing and transferring.  Along the way, it is 
full of color photos to show the beginner what things 
should look like. 
 In particular, I think the pages devoted to 
faceting design software, books and magazines, and 
website resources are a major “plus”. I wish I had those 
pages when I was staring to learn to facet. 
 So, why the title “Faceting 1”? I thought it was 
alluding to an upcoming second book, but Tom himself 
wrote the answer: “If you enjoyed this class and you 
want to learn more, I highly recommend the Faceting 2 
class.. at William Holland School of Lapidary Arts.”  
 In summary, I’m very glad that Tom decided  to 
publish a new book on learning to facet. I highly 
recommend it to any new (and even experienced) 
faceter. 
  Tom's book is available 
at  www.mitchelljewelrystudio.com  as a PDF download 
for $35.00 or as a spiral bound copy for $45.00 plus 
shipping.   
  
You can also download a short sample of Tom’s 
book here. 

 

Pearl Beads 
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Rare Malaia Garnet 
By Ron Nash, AJS Gems 

http://www.ajsgem.com/articles/june-2014-
newsletter.html 

 
Rare garnets are among our favorite gemstones. They 
combine very good hardness with a high refractive index 
that gives well-cut stones excellent brilliance. Since they 
are singly refractive, they display a purity of color that 
can be very attractive. And they are almost always 
untreated.  
 Garnets mainly belong to 6 species -- pyrope, 
almandine, grossularite, spessartite, andradite and 
uvarovite. Tsavorite and hessonite, for example, belong 
to the grossularite species, and demantoid to the 
andradite species. But some garnet varieties are hybrids. 
Rhodolite is a mixture of pyrope and almandine, while 
mali garnet is a mixture of grossularite and andradite. 
 One of the recently discovered hybrids is a 
pyrope-almandine-spessartite mixture that is known in 
the trade as Malaia or Malaya garnet. You may also see 
it marketed under the name Imperial garnet. It is found 
in a range of hues, from slightly pinkish orange to 
reddish orange or yellowish orange. Tone can vary from 
light to dark.  

Malaia 
garnet was 
first 
discovered 
in the early 
1970's in 
the Umba 
River valley 
that 
borders 

northern Tanzania and southern Kenya. Deposits of 
similar material were also found in 1993 in southern 
Tanzania. There are also reports of some specimens 
from Madagascar and Sri Lanka, but all of the material 
we have seen in the market is from east Africa. 
 The preferred spelling for this garnet is "Malaia" 
rather than "Malaya" since the latter misleadingly 
suggests the gem is associated in some way with 
Malaysia. The word malaia actually comes from Swahili, 
where it means "prostitute". Miners gave it this name 
because when the gem was first discovered local dealers 
wouldn't buy it because it didn't fit any of the known 
garnet varieties. Now it is regarded as a rare and special 
garnet and it commands a premium price in the market. 

High quality finished stones over 3 carats are especially 
valuable. 
 

Cutting Burmese Mong Hsu Rubies 
By John Knowles 

 
A discussion with a highly skilled Burmese gemstone 
trader reveals that Myanmar's gemstone cutters work at 
the direction of the owners of the gem 
rough.  Moreover, with the high cost of rough, 
particularly ruby, sapphire and spinel, owners' decisions 
are inevitably driven by business realities and profit 
motive, cutting to maximize yield.  The difficulty of 
grading Mong Hsu ruby rough by estimating color, clarity 
and yield after heating, when bidding for untreated 
parcels, demands that traders strive for the lowest cost 
per carat to avoid business losses.  The latter, combined 
with socio-economic realities, market access and 
cultural factors such as frugality, play a part in 
entrenching the paradigm of cutting for yield.  
Consequently, maximizing yield during preforming is 
deemed one of the most important part of the two step 
gem cutting process for Burmese Mong Hsu rubies.  
Unfortunately, corundum cut for yield are widely 
mistaken for poor cutting skills and the lack of 
understanding about critical angles.   
 
BURMESE RUBIES 
 
Renowned Burmese "pigeon blood red" rubies from 
Mogkok have captivated the world with their beauty for 
hundreds of years and established its top position 
amongst colored stones.  However Mong Hsu emerged 
as a new a source of Burmese rubies in the 1991 with its 
hallmark blue and violet color zoning1, yielding smaller 
facetable natural stones.2 High quality unheated Mong 
Hsu crystals faceted larger than the one carat range are 
rare.  Thus Mong Hsu rubies garnered less excitement 
amongst Thai buyers despite the estimated US$8 million 
worth of goods traded monthly at the time, and were 
sidelined by their famed and more expensive Mogkok 
counterpart.3  However, two renowned gemologists 
have seen faceted natural rubies up to 10 carats in size 
during the 1990s, but such pieces were limited to a 
handful.  When Mong Hsu rubies first entered the 
Chantaburi market, with their rich red colors and 
inclusions, were often mistaken for synthetic stones.4  
Richard W. Hughes of Bangkok's Lotus Gemology attests 
that “Mong Hsu produces some of the most beautiful 
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rubies in the world”. 
 Within Asia, corundum rough is traded in carats, 
rather than grams.  Every fraction of a carat is treasured 
and the difference between a 1.99 carat and 2 carat 
stone is even more critical to local traders.  One 
hundredth of a carat of gem grade ruby could represent 
gains or losses running in the thousands of dollars or 
more.  To put things in perspective, rural wages are 
roughly US$30 (1 USD=Kyats 960) per month, whereas 
service staff in the Burmese capital of Yangon, earn 
approximately US$ 70-80 per month.  A hundredth of a 
carat, also referred to as a point, is equivalent several 
months or years' wages for a lay person. 
 Mr. "L" is part of a growing number of Burmese 
miners and traders who can now travel abroad since the 
country liberalized controls in 2012.   Many of whom 
must maintain secrecy to protect business interests and 
their security, hence the use of an abbreviated name to 
protect his identity.  Mr. L, with his broad pronounced 
cheek bones and sunken eyes, is from Mogkok.  Like 
many there, his family has generations of gem cutting 
and mining experience.  He and his wife moved to 
Taunggyi, Shan State, to buy rough from Mong Hsu 
miners, cutting and selling rubies locally for a living. 

Map of Myanmar 
 

I asked him during our meeting, "many Western hobby 
cutters believe that Asian cutters don't possess the skills 
to make facets meet, and do not know about critical 
angles.  What are your main considerations when cutting 
rubies?"  His response was, "facet meets are 
easy".  According to Mr. L, the most important step 
during faceting rubies is preforming, followed by cutting 

or the placement of facets and polish. 
 During preforming, proper orientation must take 
into account the following criteria and sequence to 
maximize one's return on investment: color, clarity, cut 
and yield.  Thereafter the placement of facets by skilled 
cutters on a good crystal can produce a cut stone with 
less than 10 percent weight loss, providing a significant 
degree of business predictability. 
 Simple as it may seem, the reality is that most 
Burmese ruby rough is heavily included and cracked, 
thus often high degree of clarity can only be achieved in 
small parts of the stone.  Some crystals may simply be 
opaque.  The most prized Burmese ruby crystals are cut 
to achieve the "pigeon blood" red color or vibrant red 
when possible.  And in absence of clarity, the default 
falls to cuts with the goal of maximizing yield to recover 
the costs of purchase. 
 
EVALUATING MONG HSU RUBY ROUGH 
 
Amongst corundum traders in Thailand and Myanmar, it 
is acknowledged that approximately 90 percent of ruby 
and sapphire rough is destined for heat 
treatment.  Since heated corundum are more abundant, 
they are cheaper than untreated stones from the same 
source.  Mr. L revealed that working with Mong Hsu 
mine production is more challenging than Mogkok 
rubies, as it involves greater risks.  Since the bulk of the 
rough must be heated to monetize the lot, the bid price 
and the parcel's hinges on one's ability to predict the 
color of the heat treated stones. Crystals and dense silk 
cloud inclusions, and numerous cracks must also be 
carefully studied during the buying process.  Much 
experience and expertise is needed to predict what 
color, clarity and hue would emerge after heating the 
rough, quite a tall order indeed. 
 Burmese traders who buy rough, or parcels of 
cut stones must bid for parcels in a market where 
demand far exceeds supply.  Competition for ruby rough 
is fierce.  Buyers take as many lots of ruby as possible 
from miners for stock and to strengthen business 
relationships.  Miners and traders grading Mong Hsu 
ruby still find it challenging despite generations of family 
knowledge and experience.  Buyers must also 
painstakingly accumulate small parcels of rough to heat 
them cost effectively. Purchase prices must also average 
cheaper than prevailing market rates for the rubies to 
turn a profit. 
 The three main stages of evaluating rough is as 
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follows: firstly, identifying rough suitable for cutting 
unheated stones; secondly, grading and separating 
heatable rough; and thirdly evaluating heated material 
for cutting.  Evaluating heated rough for cutting is similar 
to the analysis for faceting untreated Mong Hsu rubies, 
albeit with less blue zoning, and these will be discussed 
together. 
 
CHARACTERISTIC BLUE AND VIOLET COLOR IN MONG 
HSU ROUGH 
 
According to Mr. L and Richard Hughes, Mong Hsu mine 
production tend to yield large amounts of raspberry 
colored crystals and some red rough, typically with a 
violet or blue core.  More than 90 percent of Mong Hsu 
rubies require heating to remove the blue zoning and to 
turn the raspberry into red.   Dark blue, sometimes 
referred to as black material by Thai heaters, is not 
suitable for heating and is usually discarded.5 

 

 
 

Rough and trapiche ruby  from Lotus Gemology 

 
While it may be easy to spot beautiful gem rough from a 
lot, patches of blue must be orientated to minimize the 
impact on the faceted red stone.  Even with the aid of 
rough torches, fibre optic lights and magnifying visors, 
Mr. L emphasized that it is no easy task. Patches of clear 
red or heatable material can be obscured by large 
patches of dark blue.  Distinguishing between thick 
patches of blue from black can be a challenge, especially 
in larger pieces of rough measuring up to 30 carats in 
size.6 
 Respective buyers have their own assumptions 
regarding weight, shape, cutting, anticipated yields, and 
thus different bid prices for rough.  While faceted 
cushion shaped rubies may fetch higher prices, and are 
considered easier to sell, cracks causing crystals to break 
during preforming and cutting can wreak havoc on the 
assumed yield and planned cut.  Some buyers are bound 
to overpay, while those who bid too low will not secure 

supplies of rough.  Owners constantly face financial 
dilemmas: heat the rough to remove or reduce the blue 
for a larger stone; or saw away the dark blue or black 
inclusions if it is believed that the inclusions will not 
dissolve during heating, yielding a smaller and possibly 
more valuable natural faceted gem.   Alternatively, a 
large face 1.5 carat stone with a window would fetch a 
higher price than a proportioned well cut 0.4 carat ruby. 
 
HEAT TREATING MONG HSU ROUGH 
 
Once purchased, the owner will then selectively cut out 
the black and perhaps some blue material, to more 
accurately reveal the actual colors to gauge the heatable 
gem material.  They also study the cracks and other 
inclusions, moving a step closer to determining the 
parcel's profitability.  Not surprisingly, numerous poorly 
shaped rough and long flat pieces emerge from this 
process, yet miners' high cost of mining must be borne 
by the buyers.  The recovered ruby can be graded for 
heating and orientation for the best color.  Heat 
treatment may require several attempts without 
guarantees of success, making the process expensive 
and adding to the financial risk. Some rough may not 
change color and may be discarded or salvaged for the 
best price.  One of the underlying goals is to minimize 
risk of financial loss from overpaying for rough. 
 Each color and hue commands a different price, a 
major determinant of the value of the parcel.   It is 
common that parcels are accumulated for heating and 
or cutting, and costs averaged down, compared to 
prevailing local trade prices for both heated and 
unheated stones.  Since stones from a parcel may be cut 
and sold at staggered times between heating, with 
natural material faceted first, understandably, business 
people err on caution and cut for weight.  Selling parcels 
of faceted rubies cut to maximize weight is the safest 
approach to recover costs, with the hope for a modest 
profit and quick business turnover. 
 
ORIENTATING AND PREFORMING MONG HSU RUBY 
YIELD 
 
Since only the owners know the price paid for the parcel 
or single stone, it necessitates that they sit with, and 
engage in a dialogue with their cutters.  A prime 
consideration during preforming, the initial and most 
important step of cutting, is to achieve the best red hue.  
The best red color, including pigeon blood red, is 
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obtained by viewing down the optical axis, with the 
table at right angle to this axis.7  Extinction, the 
emergence of other hues and the excessive impact of 
the blue coloration may darken the stone, reducing its 
value and raising the spectre of financial losses. 
 Opportunities for cutters to cut large, well 
proportioned, symmetrical, inclusion free pigeon blood 
or vivid red rubies are rare.  Instead, many stones are 
cut with the table up to 45 degrees off the optic axis, 
whereby owners can opt for weaker red hues as a 
sacrifice for a larger cut stone hoping to fetch more 
money.8  Critical pavilion facets are cut at angles to 
reflect the best color 
intensity up through the 
table, potentially 
producing lop sided 
pavilions and off center 
culets.9  Cabochon cuts 
must also be considered 
as an option of harnessing 
top colors, with a high 
yield despite having 
cracks and inclusions.  If 
demand for cabochons are low at the time of cutting, 
owners may opt for more cracked and asymmetrically 
cut stones. 
 Being an experienced cutter, Mr. L often 
preforms his own rough, before turning the stone over 
to his cutter to place facets and finish polishing the 
stone.  Mr. L preforms with to get the best color on the  

The facet meets on the crown viewed through a 10X loupe. 

 
table, with as large a “face” as possible, followed by 
clarity, cut and yield.  It should be noted that these 

factors are subjective, and their sequence are fluid 
depending on the rough material, the trader's years of 
experience and business model.  Many rough crystals 
are sawn to remove the bulk of the worst inclusions, 
particularly the blue zoning and cracks most likely to 
break apart during preforming.  Even small break away 
pieces with red hues will be cut, wasting little precious 
corundum rough.  Consequently, commercial grade 
rubies, with the best color face up, are often cut as flat 
or lopsided stones.  Rubies with larger faces, relative to 
the depth and weight of the piece, give the look of larger 
stones and may fetch higher prices or be more saleable.  

Such windowed rubies 
have a ready market, 
especially when inclusions 
under the table reflect the 
red hues back to the 
viewer, blocking rays of 
light from exiting through 
the pavilion. 
 Diamond grit sizes 
can vary between 800, 
600, 400, or 300.  For 

example, 800 diamond grit is better suited to preform 
rough that is already thin, or when working around pits 
and cracks, on either a diamond plate or a slow hand 
cranked diamond wheel, affording the greatest control 
to minimize weight loss. 
 Burmese rubies cut with shallow pits on the 
pavilion, or deeper pits directly under the girdle are 
common.  Pits seen through the table appear as crystal 
inclusions, whereas those immediately under the crown 
are less obvious. With steep pavilion angles, pits directly 
below the girdle are masked by the crown facets and 
their corresponding flashes.  When possible, crystal or 
fingerprint inclusions are oriented vertically to minimize 
the obstruction of light return.  Cracks and vertical finger 
print inclusions are also hidden along or under the edges 
of the crown facets, masking their presence by the 
flashes of light to the viewer.  Most of these techniques 
are planned during preforming. 
 
CUTTING MONG HSU RUBIES 
 
Under ideal conditions, once preformed, it is possible for 
cutters to shave off a few points per facet.   Cutting 
machines used are, modelled after diamond cutting 
machines without index gears, often sourced from 
Thailand.  Cutters adjust the angles in the hand piece by 
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feel, then screw tight the dop stick sandwiched between 
the hand piece.   Minor repositioning the stone can be 
done by warming the wax, enabling angles and facets to 
be adjusted accordingly. 
 Fast turning 10 inch iron and copper lap are 
smeared with diamond paste, and facets are placed by 
split-second contact with the spinning surface.  L stated 
that his cutters use 5-6  (2-3000 grit), and 2 micron (13-
14000 grit) diamond powder to place and polish facets 
respectively.  More expensive, finer and more 
stringently graded midpoint diamond powder can also 
be used to finish more expensive rubies.  Cutters 
constantly wipe clean the facets, using their fingers, to 
examine the stone and to gauge the gemstone's 
temperature.  This precaution ensures that the stone 
does not overheat and shift in the wax.  Skilled cutters 
take stones on and off the dop to be examined, weighed 
and re-weighed, keeping within the specified carat 
threshold.  It is remarkable how easily cutters can 
accurately mount and unmount the stone from the wax, 
enabling them to check the look of the stone.  However, 
a ruby  with a few points shy of the next carat weight, 
i.e. 1.98 carats, is evidence where cutters fail in such an 
undertakings, often drawing exclamations of regrets 
from those weighing such stones. 
 According to Mr. L, preforming is valued at 60 
percent of total cutting fees, placing facets and polish 
account for the remaining 40 percent.  With large 
heavily cracked or included crystals, there is always the 

risk of a stone cracking or inclusions reaching the 
surface, affecting the price and profitability of the stone, 
the parcel, or both. In such situations, Mr. L would surely 
be working closely with his cutter. 

 After some cajoling by the buyer, Mr. L offered 
some current cutting prices.  Market rates for bulk 
commercial quality rubies are about Ks5,000 (US$5) per 
carat, for one plus carat size stones.   For 2 carat stones, 
good cutters may charge Ks50,000 (US$50), and more 
for bigger ones.  For exceptional rubies valued at 
US$100,000 and above, highly skilled cutters receive a 
cutting fee based on the value of the stone.  Owners 
have been known to pay extra to cutters after a lucrative 
sale, in recognition of the extra value added finish that 
fetched a premium.  Highly sought after cutters have a 
sense of market prices, and they can refuse a job if they 
feel the cutting fee is too low.  Since skilled cutters can 
negotiate higher fees that are commensurate with their 
quality of work, the can earn a good living. 
 As for yield, Mr. L showed a 1.35 carat ruby that 
started as a 5 carat rough, a high weight retention of 
approximately 27 percent.  When asked about average 

yields for Mong Hsu rough, he revealed that it was often 
10 percent.  Mr. L gave an example where a 12 carat 
piece of rough, using a "crazy cut", only yielded a 2 carat 
ruby. Mr. L left abruptly to tend to his family, but crazy 
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cuts require little imagination.  A heated flat 2.1 carat 
ruby with a pitted pavilion was brought out for viewing.  
The ruby   started out as a cracked 21 carat rough, 
exhibiting dark extinction and a type of blue colored 
inclusion ideal for heating.  Unfortunately the rough 
cracked repeatedly during faceting and typifies the flat 
windowed, lop sided, pitted, heavily cracked, included 
rubies, that are oft wrongly attributed to poor cutting 
skills. 
 Freedom of travel and increased tourist arrivals 
have given traders and dealers new market 
opportunities.  Cutting and polishing crown facets using 
imported index faceting machines offer more accurate 
facet meets while retaining weight saving pavilion cuts 
represents a fusion of cutting techniques.  Cutting for 
brilliance on once sacrosanct weight saving pavilions 
also offer gem owners new possibilities in meet point 
faceting.  Such creativity can be applied to cheaper ruby 
rough whose less desirable hues that fetched lower 
prices or were shunned by middlemen.  One day it is 
conceivable that meet point faceting may spread to 
other more affordable colored stones. 
 The difficulty and high risks associated with 
faceting Mong Hsu rubies increase the  financial 
pressures that drive owners' decisions to minimize 
chances of business losses.  Such business realities, 
combined with socio-economic conditions, market 
access and cultural factors such as frugality, are 
responsible for the deep rooted paradigm of cutting for 
yield.  Consequently, maximizing yield during preforming 
is critical to the two step gem cutting process for 
Burmese Mong Hsu rubies.  However, increased travel 
freedoms, greater adoption of smart phones and the 
internet offer new market opportunities, by bringing 
Burmese miners and traders closer to end users.  
Bypassing traditional middlemen presents opportunities 
for change and higher profit margins offer more 
accurate facet meets . 
 
The author would like to thank Richard W. Hughes 
(Lotus Gemology Co. Ltd, Bangkok), and Jayesh Patel 
(Asian Institute of Gemological Sciences, Bangkok) for 
their invaluable help with this article. 
 
 

Welcome New Members 

Anastasia Afanasyeva  Narysmkin Alexander 

Alan Bartlett   Roger Brown 

Jeraldine Elmendorf  Donald Ethridge 

George Franzen  Kelly Gillespie 

Rick Hendrickson  Patricia Honan 

Russ Hunt   Vikki Melnick 

Daniel Morse   Eric Normand 

Mark Oros   Dimtry Petrochenkov 

Bill Rodgers   Dmitrii Samorukov 

Sergey Samotugin  N. Schotts 

Gerald Smoot   James Thomas 

Randy Walker   James Weir 

Graham Young  Alexandra Zholudeva 

Filler photo of Amethyst Shield design, 2012 IFC A  
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Setting Prices on Faceting 
A Recent Discussion on the USFG Yahoo Group  

Edited by Howard Bromley 

 
Editor’s Note: Every so often I find a very interesting 
thread on the USFG Yahoo Group. This is a recent one 
which I believe is relevant to many USFG members. 
  
Original Question Posted 
 
Posted by: kegranzow 
This has probably been asked before but I can't seem to 
find it. Does anyone have a standard for charging to cut 
a stone? Do you charge by the number of facets, the size 
of the stone, the weight of the stone or a combination of 
any of them? 
  
I also assume that pricing is plus material.  
 
Thanks, Karl 
 
 
Responses 
 
Posted by: "Wayne Emery" thegemcutter 
Karl, 
Most wind up charging by the hour, because that will 
vary by size, weight, type of material, etc. Of course, a 1 
c round garnet can probably be cut in 1/3-1/2 the time it 
takes for a 1 c sapphire. With experience, you will know 
about how long it takes to complete most jobs. Only you 
can decide what your time is worth, but only your clients 
can decide if your rates are worth it. And, yes, the 
material is extra! 
 For the time and money and physical risk 
invested there are probably many much more profitable 
business models than small scale faceting of stones. 
Unless you buy in large parcels, the profit is not there, 
and, even then, may be difficult to find. At some point, 
you'll discover that marketing becomes very important, 
and it's amazing how much effort and money THAT can 
take. 
 Having said all that, I charge about $45/hr for 
repair work and that works okay for me although I'm 
thinking about raising those rates. Some charge $65/hr, 
but they are faster than me. Almost all my work is done 
for jewelers and they quickly learn it is cheaper for them 
to replace some stones than pay me to repair them. As a 
consequence, I see mostly sapphire, ruby, emerald, 

Tanzanite and more expensive tourmalines. Those 
stones can often easily bear the cost of repair. I also get 
a small amount of glass masquerading as something 
else, but the owners want it re-polished because it was 
grandma's stone and has sentimental value. 
 Years ago, I knew a fellow who specialized in 
cutting round brilliants from the stem of the bride's 
champagne glasses. A pair for the bride, Mom and Mom
-in-law....$75/pair. 
 
 
Posted by: wadejohn75 
I just asked two days ago what the current rate, in the 
Gem Fields, is for faceting. 
 The answer was nothing under $25 a carat and 
usually the rate was $30 ct.  
 
 
Posted by: jrambur134 
What I charge is for round brilliant $45 for the first carat 
and $10 for each additional carat. $10 more for most 
other shapes. Very complex cuts or difficult material I 
base on amount of time required. Extra carat charge is 
for longer time to polish large areas. You really clean up 
on heavy material like zircon but get under paid for light 
material like opal which is difficult to polish anyway. This 
should come out to $20-$30 per hour. There are cutters 
out there who work for less but I am told most charge 
more. On high dollar yogo sapphires I have been 
charging 5% of wholesale as 35 years developing skills to 
get maximum value out of any given rough counts for a 
lot. Have gotten over $1000 each on a few.  
 When I cut my own rough I price them at what 
the market will allow. One tanzanite I paid $600 for the 
rough I sold for $4100 but it took almost 10 years. A 
piece of tsavorite I got from Tom Schneider for $1750 I 
sold a year later for $4000 and should have 
gotten more. High quality rough is better than money in 
the bank if you can get it. 
 
James Rambur 
 
 
Posted by: "GreenWood Studio" clydegilbert 
I've been happy with USD50/hr for most projects- it's a 
decent trade rate and is comparable to my hourly 
earnings when I do contract work. Occasionally I sell a 
single stone or take on a custom cutting job, and my 
labor rate is figured into the price of the stone's cost. If 

mailto:kg@sueandkarl.com?subject=Re%3A%20Setting%20Prices%20on%20Faceting
mailto:nemeton@windstream.net?subject=Re%3A%20Setting%20Prices%20on%20Faceting
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the stone is large/valuable my rate increases relative to 
the value of the stone- if the stone is worth 30K then my 
fee needs to cover the risk entailed in cutting/recutting 
something that has high value. I haven't had many 
opportunities to cut such stones, in those cases I believe 
firmly in contracts that spell out the basis rate and what 
risks are the responsibility of the owner- it keeps things 
nice and clear. 
 I cut for fun and profit, and usually design the 
piece that features the stone so I have a nice profit 
margin on the sales I make. Not enough to make a living, 
but it's enough to make a difference in my yearly 
income. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Clyde Gilbert 
GreenWood Studio 
 
 
Posted by: "William Jeske" imaginationboundless 
Karl, 
I have for years figured $30.00 per hour for cutting and 
charge according to the time I feel it should take me IF I 
think that I took too long.  
 Material cost is a no brainer. 
 Repair cutting is a different story, in that I then 
charge according to the material, the time/expertise 
involved and my materials. 
 
Bill Jeske 
 
 
Posted by: johnddyer 
The question of pricing is one that has been out of 
whack for years, with many people way undercharging 
for their work in this field. 
 This undercharging is fine if you are just doing it 
for fun and want to take in a buck or two now and again. 
But if you actually want to be semi viable as a business 
and not on poverty row you need to the charging at 
least $40/hour for billable work (and probably more like 
$50 for a decent living). 
 If you are making product for sale (not for a 
specific client) the same applies, however often you 
need to charge even more because there will be much 
more indirect time involved taking pictures, trying to sell 
the gem at shows or by visiting clients and such. 
 Those who price far lower than this not only do 

not succeed in making a living but make it harder for 
those who do charge a truly fair price to survive. 
 
Two good magazine articles that explain this in detail 
(how much you need to charge to survive and why): 
 
They were both written for the jewelry industry and 
jewelry designers but easily convert to gem cutting with 
a little thought. 
 
http://shoeboxstudio.com/2014/05/19/pricing-your-
work/ 
 
http://www.kenilworth.com/publications/jb/
de/201407/files/88.html  
 
Disclaimer, I wrote the second article. 
 And if you find you are pricing yourself way too 
low? Raise prices gradually. Sure, people will complain, 
but in the end you will be making much more for doing 
less. 
 
Hope this helps the discussion! 
John Dyer 
www.ultratecfacetingmachine.com 
 
 
Posted by: mainegemcutter 
Hi everyone, been a while since I've posted but I've been 
following all along, many of you made a huge difference 
in my lapidary life, I am grateful for you all. 
 I must say I think this is an issue that needs to be 
discussed. I got my first real taste of the pricing issues of 
the business of faceting when a client (my former bank 
manager) blew his top when I asked $110 for two Maine 
amethyst rounds I cut and set in 14k studs for him on a 
custom order for his wife. I wouldn't sell those earrings 
for a penny less than $400 today. 
 Solid, on paper agreements on price are also 
important. 
 Around the same time I had a jewelry/rock shop 
owner balk when I asked $30 for a custom cut even 
though we had a verbal agreement on that price. The 
shop owner acted disgusted, the reaction was (to me) as 
if I had asked $450, and the reason given was "I could 
have gotten this done for $20 from so-and-so." And this 
person is wonders why I don't take their jobs anymore. 
 These both happened about a decade ago, when 
the market was much healthier, I was just starting out 

mailto:johnddyer@yahoo.com?subject=Re%3A%20Setting%20Prices%20on%20Faceting
http://shoeboxstudio.com/2014/05/19/pricing-your-work/
http://shoeboxstudio.com/2014/05/19/pricing-your-work/
http://www.kenilworth.com/publications/jb/de/201407/files/88.html
http://www.kenilworth.com/publications/jb/de/201407/files/88.html
http://www.ultratecfacetingmachine.com
mailto:mainegemcutter@yahoo.com?subject=Re%3A%20Setting%20Prices%20on%20Faceting
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and probably lost money on the earring deal not even 
including labor. Later, if I ran into him in town he would 
mention how this was the only gift he got his wife since 
they were married 25 years ago that she loved, and she 
wore them every day. That part of the story is the only 
real reward I got, luckily that means a lot to me, because 
I would get upset every time he would repeat it, always 
remembering the day I delivered them. 
 I thought the bank manager would lead to many 
more sales from his clients and employees, but nada. 
Well years later a teller and I got in a discussion and she 
was shocked to hear I had made those earrings, he 
never even mentioned it. 
 Ultimately it was my mistake. I should have had 
solid price agreements in place before starting the work, 
and I learned that quickly. If someone doesn't want to 
pay what I feel is a very reasonable price or a price we 
agreed on, it's on me, sell the piece and have a 
resentment for years or keep it and wait for a fair price.  
 I had to seriously rethink my pricing and what I 
wanted out of faceting. I love the hobby so much and it 
was/is/would be a dream to make a real living from it. 
However, when it became my job it reduced aspects of 
what I love. 
 
-Evan Marc  
MaineGemCutter.com 
 
 
Posted by: "Lisa Elser" lelser 
There's another consideration - what's your business 
model? 
 Mine is that I cut my own rough, put it into 
inventory, and sell it (mostly) wholesale to goldsmiths. 
 When I cut for other people I have to factor in 
not just how much time I'm spending doing the job, but 
also the cost of what I'm NOT doing. It doesn't take that 
much longer to cut a $2000 gem than it does a $200 
gem. If I'm cutting a gem for someone, I'm not cutting 
something for inventory that I'd make a bunch more for 
when it sells. I'm not doing marketing, or calling on 
clients. That makes me a relatively expensive choice. 
There are certainly people who want that and will pay 
for it, but at the end of the day I don't want to do too 
much of it, and so I better be well paid when I do. 
 I don't cut repairs at all. It's not something I 
enjoy, it's not part of my business model, and we have 
Tony Lloyd-Rees in town who is awesome at it. I send 
people to Tony. 

 If what you want as your model is to be paid by 
the hour for cutting your own or someone else's rough 
that's a good business. Cutting repairs, or rough for 
other people dramatically reduces the start up cost 
compared to building a gem inventory. It also means you 
don't have to travel to sell. 
 I've been accused of not being a very good cutter 
because I don't do repairs, recuts or commissions. I can 
live with people thinking that ;-) Really, I just found a 
business model that works for me and that I can sustain. 
Thinking about what kind of business you want to be 
and why is as important an exercise as working out how 
much to charge. 
 
Lisa 
www.lisaelser.com 
 
 
Posted by: "john sarabia" tranfaglia63 
I generally price my stones thru gemval.com no matter 
how the stone came about. 
 I bought a 50+ carat amethyst for $70 and am 
selling it for $1000+, zero labor. 
 I cut a 3.36 ct citrine (early work) that took me 16 
hrs cutting time that I valued at $150, (minimum $50/
carat for any faceting I do), but only worth $100 gemval.  
   
PS: I bartered it for a painting by a student and gave that 
to my daughter for her birthday. 
  
John from Mass 
 
 
 
Editor’s Note: I went through this fact-finding process 
regarding pricing my faceting work a few years ago. The 
following is my current price sheet and liability waiver 
that I have the customer sign prior to accepting the job. 
(I had to adjust the font size to properly fit on one page). 
This is revised from a sheet sent to me by Wayne Emery, 
one of the responders above. Please feel free to copy and 
paste this if you need it. – Howard  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:lelser@mac.com?subject=Re%3A%20Setting%20Prices%20on%20Faceting
http://www.lisaelser.com/
mailto:tranfaglia63@yahoo.com?subject=Re%3A%20Setting%20Prices%20on%20Faceting
http://gemval.com/
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Howard R. Bromley 
Member, US Faceters Guild: Certified Pre-Master, July 2011 

(www.usfacetersguild.org/certified_cutters.shtml) 
Member, Team USA, International Faceters’ Challenge 2012 / Certified Master, April 2012 

(www.facetorsguild.com.au/international-challenge.html) 
1923 Prestwick Drive   Germantown, TN  38139 

(901) 857-2852  FAX: (901) 737-4610  hrbmd22@gmail.com 
Gemstone Faceting ---- Gemstone Repair ---- Natural & Lab Grown Gemstones 

“A Fascination with Faceting” Since 2009 
  

Standard Price List (as of 07/22/2012) 
(NOTE: all prices are approximations.  The final price is based on time and complexity.) 

 
Re-cut & re-polish crown OR pavilion on most stones, to 5 carats   $  25.00 rounds and squares 
 Hardness 8 and up, to 5 carats      $  30.00 rounds and squares 
 Other shapes        $  35.00 
 Each additional carat over 5     $    6.00  
 
Crown AND pavilion re-cut & polished or STANDARD cut from your Rough or cut stone 
 to 5 carats, depending on shape and Hardness <8    $  35.00 rounds and squares 
 Other shapes           quoted 
 Hardness 8, or harder       $  38.00 and up  
 
Special fees:  
Re-POLISH of crown & table of high value gems (weight loss typically less than 5%)   From $35.00 
  
Fancy cuts in your rough or a synthetic (Radiants, Barions, 9 or 11 Main rounds, etc.)   From $43.00   
  
NOTE: You can expect 35 to 40% loss of weight in full re-cuts to proper angles from heavy bottomed, thin-crowned stones. 
  
Please inquire about the price of synthetics such as lab-grown emerald, sapphire, ruby, alexandrite, red beryl, aquamarine, Padparadscha sapphire, YAG, 
cubic zirconium, etc. These make excellent gems and are very affordable. If I do not have it in stock, I can purchase it. 
  
DESCRIPTION of WORK:  ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Most work is billed at the prices shown, but fancy shapes, very large, very small, very soft or very hard materials take more time and therefore are more 

costly.  
No work will be commenced before receipt of a signed or e-mailed client agreement acknowledging that I am not responsible for any damage to the 

client’s stone(s) of any sort, i.e., all cutting, polishing, etc. All work is done at the client’s risk of loss or damage.  
It is the responsibility of the client and/or jewelry representative to disclose any and all treatment or enhancement of the stone. Such treatments or 

enhancements might include, but are not limited to: surface or deep diffusion, filling, dyeing, oiling, waxing, irradiation or any other type of 
treatment or enhancement not mentioned.  

Loss of color, clarity or other damage resulting from prior enhancement or treatment or natural conditions such as zoning, known or unknown, will not 
be my responsibility under any circumstances.    

Shipping is additional; please indicate how you want it shipped along with FULL contact information.  
Depending upon the desires of the client, gems can be cut or re-cut to create/maintain maximum weight or maximum brilliance or maximum depth of 

color, but not all at the same time! All possibilities are discussed with the client when/if possible. My personal tendency is to deliver the brightest 
stone, but I acknowledge that doing so may lighten the color somewhat or result in a significant decrease in weight.   

Final quotes are given after I see the job. I will never proceed without clear input.   
  
All work is billed and due UPON RECEIPT; payment is sent NLT the next business day after receipt. Invoices not paid within 10 days will be considered past 
due and a late fee of $25 will be added.  Accounts over 30 days past due WILL be reported to a collection agency.  All costs of collection are to be borne 
by the purchaser.  PLEASE contact me first to discuss any work and scheduling.  All shipments must be sent SIGNATURE REQUIRED as my shop is in a 
residence. For security, DO NOT place your business name on the package; use your personal name and mine.  And please DO NOT disclose the contents 
to the shipper as this could result in the theft of your package. Your signature (faxed or e-mailed) acceptance of these terms is required before work can 
commence.  

 
                                                                                          ___________________________________________ 
Client’s Name, Signature and Date    Howard R. Bromley (hrbmd22@gmail.com) 

http://www.usfacetersguild.org/certified_cutters.shtml
http://(www.facetorsguild.com.au/international-challenge.html
mailto:hrbmd22@gmail.com
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From Mr. Voltolini: “As the name of this design suggests, it has been 
created to display lots of scintillation. It requires materials with a 
decent RI (such as corundum and garnets) but the result is 
rewarding, especially in light colored materials. Pay attention to tier 
6, where you should meet 5 in some facets, 4 and 5 in others, and 
there are 4 facets with no meets, so you have to cut them at the 
same height of the other ones. Eyeballing the correct depth works 
well. Also, you should cut 7 with the prepolishing lap, or some other 
extra fine lap. So, if you have a nice big stone and you are looking 
for some extra scintillation (I'd be curious to see this in zircon or 
something similar), give Mr. Sparkle a try.” It can be found at: 

http://www.gemologyproject.com/wiki/index.php?t itle=Voltolini_-
_Mr_Sparkle  

http://www.gemologyproject.com/wiki/index.php?t%20itle=Voltolini_-_Mr_Sparkle
http://www.gemologyproject.com/wiki/index.php?t%20itle=Voltolini_-_Mr_Sparkle
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Rob Kulakofsky: Color Wright  
Faceting accessories at discount prices 
and select faceting rough. Also slabs, 
cabbing and carving rough, cabochons, 
beads and more! Visit our warehouse 
at the Tucson Show. 
  http://www.color-wright.com 

 rk2@color-wright.com 
 877-548-1439 (toll-free) 

 
Marsh Howard: The “LL” Lightning 
Lap™ and the NEW D’Lite™ 
Lapidary solutions for the 21st Century 

 http://www.Lightninglap.com  
http://www.MagDop.com 

 facetor98@yahoo.com 
 423-396-9793 

 
John Franke: Facet Shoppe 
Since 1990, we have promoted the art 
of gem cutting by offering information, 
rough & cut gemstones, lapidary 
equipment & supplies for faceters of all 
skill levels. Write or call for free price 
list. 

 http://www.gemcutter.com 
 facet@gemcutter.com 
 360-443-6313 

 
Jerry Newman: Gemart Services  
Custom gemstone faceting and lapidary 
service including repair/recutting of 
damaged stones. Exclusive dealer for 
the Vargas Pol-A-Gem laps for superior 
scratch-free gemstone polishing. 
       http:/www.gemartservices.com   
                 info@gemartservices.com 

 760-770-6599 
 
John Kilian: The Kilian Collection 
Faceted gemstones, gem rough and 
crystalized mineral specimens. The web 
site is being revised and currently 
unavailable. 
      Modification in process 
           john331@comcast.net 
  206-963-9065 • 520-229-3209 
 
 
CJP Gems 
Natural and synthetic faceting and 
cabbing rough and lapidary equipment. 

 http://www.cjpgems.com 
     cjprice5052@yahoo.com 

 330-878-7295 
 
 

Glenn Klein, G.G. Author, Historian, 
Competition Faceter 
To learn the history of Faceting, and 
what equipment and methods were 
used through the centuries check my 
website, “Faceting History: Cutting 
Diamonds & Colored Stones,” and my 
brand new book, “Evolution of 
Faceting Machines, (Centuries ago to 
present day) which has information 
and lots of pictures of various 
faceting machines that have come 
about, especially in the past 75 years. 
“LUCK & TIMING” (Risky flying 
experiences) 

 http://www.glennklein.com 
 glennklein@yahoo.com 

 
Devon McRorie: Rock Peddler  
Visit Prettyrock.com for faceting 
rough, Gemological identification 
tools, & Tutorials, UltraTec Faceting 
Machine, and Lapidary Supplies. Get 
listed in our free Faceters Gallery! 

 http://www.prettyrock.com 
 service@prettyrock.com 

 704-641-9107 
 
Jonathan L. Rolfe: Gearloose 
Online articles illustrate how to build 
your own laps, faceting machines, 
digital angle readouts for existing 
production machines. Some examples 
of Jon’s gem cutting appear as well as 
information about his BATT Lap. There 
are links to other gem cutting sites and 
organizations. 
  http://www.gearloose.com        
         battpage@battlap.com 
 
L. Bruce Jones, G.G., F.G.A., D. Gem.G: 
Gemscientist 
Gem research work and electron micro-
p robe quantitative chemical analysis 
and inclusion identification. Raman 
confocal microscopy and x-ray 
diffractometry studies. Free gem IDs on 
colored stones for USFG Members. 
Currently authoring book on gem 
instruments. 
        http://ww.gemscientist.com 

 bruce@gemscientist.com 
 +1 208-712-0172 

 
 
 
 

Jean Marr: MystiCrystals 
Gifts from the Heart of the Earth. Our 
searchable website features 
information about our show 
schedule, gemstone jewelry, faceted 
gemstones, custom faceting, gem 
trees, gem tree supplies, facet rough, 
and contains articles by Jean on 
gemology and faceting. 

 http://www.mysticrystals.com 
 sales@mysticrystals.com 
 336-595-3870 

 
John Wright: Gems by John 
Step by step faceting photos & 
instructions, faceting rough, faceted 
gemstones, custom & handmade 
jewelry with colored stones. 
    http://www.gemsbyjohn.com 

 JohnWright@gemsbyjohn.com 
 859-539-2407 

 
Paul Head: GemCadWin Tutorial  The  
file is in PDF format, consisting of 116 
pages and 240 figures. If sent as an 
email attachment the price is $50. If 
sent as a CD by surface mail the price 
is $55. Pay by check, cash, or money 
order. Free on line assistance will be 
available for registered buyers. 

 dmhpah@cox.net 

 

Please note that advertisements 
throughout the issue are 
provided for your information 
only, and do not represent an 
endorsement by the USFG. 

 
 

Charlie Moon 
 cmoon822@gmail.com 
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Membership cards are no longer being issued. Need to know when 
your membership expires? Your membership expiration date will be 
within the email containing your newsletter notification. 
 All members receiving a DUES DUE issue will receive one more 
complimentary issue bearing a FINAL REMINDER notation. 
 For ALL members who elect not to renew their membership 
(and death is really the only acceptable excuse), the FINAL REMINDER 
will be your final issue. 
 The USFG Newsletter is a quarterly publication of the United 
States Faceters Guild, published in March, June, September and 
December. It is delivered by email only, to all paid members of the 
Guild. Membership dues are an incredibly reasonable $18 per year 
(USD) and are payable to the USFG Treasurer. 
 Please help us grow the organization by recommending 
membership in the USFG to fellow faceters. 
 Opinions expressed are those of the editor, contributing 
members, or quoted authors, and do not necessarily represent the 
United States Faceters Guild or its membership. 
 The newsletter is for the express purpose of sharing 
information with the members and other faceting guilds, and has no 
intent to show preference to, or cause damage to, any person, group, 
product, manufacturer or commercial company. 
 

 
Correspondence concerning the content of the newsletter, exchange 
bulletins and newsletters should be sent to the editor. Items 
submitted for publication in the newsletter should be sent to the 
editor as well. The e-mail address for the new editor is: 
editor@usfacetersguild.org. 
 We’re always looking for new ideas and contributions to the 
content of the newsletter, so if you would like to make a suggestion 
or a submission, please e-mail the editor. 
 Please try to submit newsletter items no later than the 20th of 
the month preceding the quarterly newsletter publication date, i.e. 
February 20, May 20, August 20 and November 20. 

 

Glenn Klein  Ralph 

Richard Golden 

 

Charles Moon  Jean Marr  

Don Dunn   

Dr. Vincent Bishop  Juris Peterson 

 
Will Smith, President 
Lorne Grossman, Vice President 
Keith Wyman, Secretary 
Jeff Ford, Treasurer  
Howard Bromley, Editor 
 

 
Jim Clark 
Jenny Clark  
Paul Newman  
Jeff White 
Michiko Huynh  
Tom Maxwell 
 

 
Jeff Ford, Membership  
Dan Linder, Webmaster 
Assistant Editor, Vacant 

 
 

Jeff Ford 

2410 N. 2nd St., Kalamazoo, MI 49009 USA 

 jeffinkzoo@sbcglobal.net 

mailto:editor@usfacetersguild.org
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